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EDITORIAL
Fred Astaire was the greatest dancer in the world, yet Ginger
Rogers did everything he did, backwards, and in high heeled
shoes. This lack of recognition of women was around a long
time before, and after the Hollywood spectacles of Astaire and
Rogers. For centuries, women have had to dance backwards,
and to a man’s tune. Even today in some cultures, the female
is considered to be nothing more than a child bearer and rearer,
and is deprived of the only thing that can break the snares
of oppression — education.
However, often education is not enough. If girls are not
educated in the same way as boys in sciences once considered
unfit for us, then we are already at a disadvantage. Many think
that today women are free from the domination of the past.
Unfortunately, we are a long way from equality Just because
women have reached a seemingly higher status today than in
the past, doesn’t mean we can sit back and stop the push for
equality For push we must, until those women ‘doing a man’s
work’, by flying aircraft, or fixing cars are not the exception
to the rule, but are established and recognised in their profession.
To do this education is necessary, and education in its highest
form. To deprive oneself of the education, especially at a school
such as MLC with all its fine opportunities, is doing the
unthinkable, chipping away at any freedom we may ever have.
The women of the past, who wished to have the same
opportunities as their male counterparts, have paved the way
for our generation. In 1908, MLC was established, and its 80th
birthday is a tribute to all those women of the past, as they
graduated with professional degrees, forcing the potential of
women to the be recognised. If we now, do not take advantage
of this potential, then the work of these women has been
of little use.
It is evident in the school community, here, and at others,
many girls deny themselves the chance to learn. Although bright,
they’d rather pursue the “glamorous” life, to the detriment of
schoolwork. Perhaps they forget that not only are they putting
themselves at a disadvantage, but the whole of their sex, as
they show themselves to be the ‘dumb blondes’ and ‘dumb
brunettes’ they will become. Until we can destroy this element,
who continue to role-play long after the roles have become
obsolete, there will never be equality These girls must realise
what they could be, and accept this God-send of education
for what it is, as a necessity for equality.

Similarly, until men are treated equally and are not ostracised
in professions such as nursing or secretarial positions, there
will be no equality Again, to accept people as they are, recognise
their qualities regardless of sex, develop a tolerant outlook,
requires education of the type and quality we receive here
at MLC. We are given a balance of science and humanities,
sport and the arts, so we can grow as people, and enable us
to recognise the strengths in everyone.
Thus, I call on all girls to ‘strive for the heights’, as our motto
suggests, and accept every challenge with vigour. It is only
through education we can stand up and demand to be seen
as equal; not because we wish to be, but because we are.

Karina Berzins
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PRINCIPAL
MLC has been 80 years old this year; Australia as a British
country and government is 200 years old this year. Age is
something we celebrate with birthdays and special celebrations,
and thereby honour; but sometimes age brings with it some
negative qualities like inflexibility, dull routine and still joints.
Uncle Remus reminds us of the negative side of ageing:
“Wen folks git ole en strucken wid de palsy, dey mus’ speck
ter be laffd at.”1 But William Shakespeare put a more positive
aspect to age, and one which I am sure applies to Methodist
Ladies’ College in its 80th year: “Age cannot wither her, nor
custom stale her infinite variety”2
It seems to me that in the year 1988 MLC has shown no
signs of withering at all, and its life so far as its students and
staff are concerned is as infinitely varied as ever. The
achievements of the school, through its teams and its individuals,
show no indication of any stiffening of the joints. Some of
the achievements of the year include:
• A most successful drama production, “Maid in Australia”,
involving many girls and staff.
• A very pleasant Music Night, and earlier in the year a very
impressive Concerto Night.
• A spectacular Open Day, very ably supported by our students.
• MLC won the interschool tennis and softball championships,
and came second in the netball, hockey and cross country
championships.
• Another very strong year in Athletics (winning the interschool
competition for the 7th year in a row).
• The rowing success in winning the State Champion Schoolgirl
Fours (Fiona MacGill, Rebecca Randell, Alizbeth Fraser, Penny
Clark and cox Koki Samuel).
• Math-O-Quest winners Yolande Caaiso, Jennifer Tai, Elizabeth
Ytncken in year 10; Emily Murray, Mei-June Ng, Nicole Nesdale
and Holly Exeter in Year 9.
• Theodora Li (Year 8) was a prize winner in the (National)
Australian Mathematics Competition.
• Australian Schools’ Science Competition Winners: Bethany
Sharman (Year 8), Rebekah Honey (Year 9), Elizabeth Yincken
(Year 10).
• A General Exhibition and a Chemistry Exhibition to Wai Ling
Chan.
• The winning of the National Japanese Speech Contest by
Tu-Wei Goh (Year 12).
• The “Wordpower” Contest won by Julia Adrian (Year 10).
• Scholarships were awarded to Susan Grainger in Year 11
(Rotary National Science Summer School in Canberra), to
Jennifer Campbell in Year 12 (Lions Club Exchange to the
U.S.), Jan Syminton in Year 12 (American Field Scholarship),
Shari Russel in Year 9 (Cecchitti Society, ballet).
• A Book Award to Diana Morgan (Year 12) for the British
High Commission for her bicentennial essay
• Individual girls have been selected to state teams: Susan
Grainger in Year 11 (U.19 State Diving Team), Alizbeth Fraser
in Year 10 (U.15 State Diving Team), Julia FeutriU in Year
11 (U.17 State Netball Team), Shazza Salleh in Year 10
(Schoolgirls’ Swimming Team for the Bicentennial Pacific
Games in Sydney), Andrea Gaynor in Year 10 (National
Schoolgirls’ Fencing Competition in Brisbane), Inga Mepham
in year 11 (U.19 Water Polo Squad), Kylie McGregor in Year
10 (National Schoolgirls’ Cross-Country Championships in
Hobart). Joanne Scotney in Year 11 (Public Speaking).
So even though MLC is 80 years old, it does not seem to
be showing its age in any way I would like to pay tribute
to the school’s student leaders, its house officials, its activities’
officials, its S.R.C. and its prefect body under the leadership
of deputy head-girl Gaby Bracks and head-girl Linda Woo. MLC’s
student leaders have been a very happy and a very competent
team. We appreciate the ways in which they have led the school
in its many activities through 1988.
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While it is not appropriate for me to comment at all on
the age of Mrs. Moore, it is appropriate for me to thank her
for her very significant role in the school for the past five and
half years as its deputy-principal (noting especially her guidance
and work in the production of the Collegian), and to wish
her every happiness in her new position next year as principal
of Pymble Ladies’ College in Sydney.
G. V. S. Hadley>, Principal
1 J. C. Harris, Nights with Uncle Remus.
2 Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra.
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HEAD GIRL REPORT
While still trying to recover from the shock of being appointed
to this position, I found myself preparing for the Valedictory
Dinner, when the previous Year 12’s were fonnally farewelled.
The other Prefects were initiated as “waitresses” and being
extremely versatile, served as “tour guides” at the Year 8
Orientation Weekend!
Even though I may not be the most Australian of Australians,
I was delighted that this year happened to be Australia’s
Bicentenary. Medallions commemorating the event were
presented to the Prefects at assembly and to the other girls
during form. I participated in the opening of the Claremont
Bicentennial Festival and was honoured to represent M.LC. at
the opening of the new Parliament House in Canberra. In my
travels I managed to see numerous celebrities such as the Queen,
the Prime Minister, the Treasurer and not to mention, Australian
of the Year . .. John Famhaml!
Other functions that Gaby, my deputy, and I were fortunate
enough to attend included the Commonwealth Day Service
at Government House, a Returned Services League luncheon
and a talk regarding women in the business world. (This
included breakfast at the Hyatt!) Four Prefects represented M.LC.
at a Leadership Seminar at Perth College where problems were
discussed with school officials from quite a wide range of
schools.
The Prefect Body has played an important role in the running
of both the Student Representative Council meetings and also
the school assembly Even though assembly procedures seemed
monotonous at times, I’m sure we will remember Gaby’s flawless
“hair recital” and who could forget Sonia’s long drawn out notices
or Nicole’s bright and bouncy sports reports?! It has been
traditional to invite the Christ Church Prefects to share in one
of our assemblies and the reciprocal visit proved to be interesting
to say the least. As a result of discussions with them, it was
realised the Prefects at M.LC. played a lesser role in the way
of discipline, so a “Prefect’s Detention” was developed but still
operates on a trial basis.
“The Ball” undeniably proved to be the best social event
that M.LC. had offered our year group! Months of anticipation
culminated in an evening that will be long remembered.
My “special” relationship with the Year 8’s was punctuated
with surprises which included giant Easter Eggs and water fights!
The support of girls in lower years was much appreciated and

I thank them all for their continual encouragement and
enthusiasm. Special thanks must go to Gaby, the Prefects, the
Year 12’s and Mrs. Telfer for the support that made my role
an easier one.
As the last of our school days draw rapidly to a close, we
are subject to mixed emotions. There comes the sad realisation
that soon we shall be saying our farewells at Speech Night,
yet at the same time we welcome the change with open arms.
John F. Kennedy once said: “Let us use time as a tool, not
as a couch”. If you take every opportunity that this great school
offers, you will eventually reap the rewards.

Linda Woo
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MEMBERS OF THE STAFF - 1988
Principal: Dr. G.VS. Hadley, B.Ed.(Hons.), b.d,
S.TM, AMusA, Ph.D.

Deputy Principal: Mrs. G.M. Moore, ma,
Dip.Ed., TC, MAC.E.

College Administrator: Mr. B. Godwin, b.Sc,
P.G.C.E, MACE.

Headmistress Junior School: Mrs. LE.
Saggers, TC.

Chaplain: Rev’d C.L Purdie, ba, tc.
School Counsellors: Mrs. J. Lawson,
Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Psych., B.Ed., MAPs.S.
Ms. F. Mavor, B.Psych. (Terms 1 &

Ms. G.

ba,

2)

ROSS, BAppl.Sc.(Soc.Wk),

Grad.Dip.Career Studies (Terms 3 & 4)

Learning Support: Mrs. H.B. Feutrill,
Dip.Teach., Grad.Dip.Rem.Ed.

Medical Centre: Sister E.M. Melville,

s.r.n.

Sister K. Barr, R.N. (Part-time)
HEADS OF SUBJECT

Mathematics: Mr. J.T Claffey, ba, Dip.Ed., m.Sc.
English: Mrs. MA Sonntag, ma, Dip.Ed.
Literature: Dr. K.H. Jordan, BA(Hons.), Dip.Ed.,
Ph.D.

History & Social Studies: Ms. M. Glenister,
BA, Dip.Ed.

Geography: Mr D. Row, ba, B.Ed.
Chemistry & Science: Mr. D. Swingler,
B.Sc.(Hons.), Dip.Ed.

Mrs. BA Hollyock, ba, Dip.Ed.
Mrs. J. House, tc.
Mrs. L Hughes, DipACRE, atc.l
Ms. J.M. Hutchison, ba, Mjap.st.
Mr. D.V Ireland, MApp.sc, Dip.Ed, mac.e.
Mrs. G.E. Kennard, B.Sc, B.Ed.
Mrs. D.C. Leather, B.Sc.(Hons.), Dip.Ed.
Mrs. J. Leoni, BA, Dip.Ed, Dip.Educ.St.
Mrs. J. Maskiell, B.Ed, Dip.Phy.Ed, TC.
Mrs. J.L Milne, Assoc.H.Ed, B.Ed.
Mrs. M.I. Moss, Dip.H.Ed, TC. (Terms 1, 2, 3)
Mrs. M.P. Nixon, ba, tc.
Mrs. NA Ridsdill-Smith, BA(Hons.), Dip.Ed.
Mrs. J.M. Rigden, BA(Hons.), Cert, of Ed.
Mrs. S. Silbert, ba
Mrs. JA Silbum, BA(Hons.), Dip.Ed.
Mrs. J.H. Skidmore, ba, Dip.Teach.
Ms. S. Slowiak, BA, TC, Grad.Dip.Ub.
MissJ.D. Smith, afa
Miss A Solosy, B.Ed. (Term 3)
Mr. N.B. Stanton, B.Sc, B.Comm, Dip.Ed.
MiSSjA Stead, Dip.Teach.
Mrs S.J. Stein, Dip.Teach.
Mrs. M.E. Telfer, ba, tc.
Mrs. M.Y van Kann, b.Sc, Dip.Ed.
Mrs. B. Warner, ba, Dip.Ed.
Ms. SA Watson, ba, tc.

Biology and Human Biology: Mrs. Y L

TEACHING ASSISTANTS (Senior School)

Palmer, b.Sc., Dip.Ed.
Physics: Mr. N.G. Sofoulis, m.Sc., tc.
Languages and German: Ms. M. Hill,

Mr. T Thompson, Audio-Visual Technician
Mrs. H. Larkworthy, Library Assistant
Mrs. R Ballantyne, tec, Laboratory Assistant
Mr. RK Maddison, Dip.Lab.Tec.

BA(Hons.), Dip. Ed.

French: Mrs. J. F. MacGill, tc., D’Etudes
Francaises.

Japanese: Mr. P. Williams
Economics: Mr. M. Sibson, B.Com., Dip.Ed.
Art: Mr. J. Garde, TC..AAT
Home Economics: Mrs. J. Gear, B.Ed.,
Dip.H.Econ.

Music: Mr. RA Swann, Mus.B.(Hons.)
Drama: Mrs. LA Joll, BA(Hons.), B.Ed, as.da,
LTC.L

Business Education: Mrs. F. Woods, tc.
Computer Studies: Mr. AM. Beck, Dip.Teach,
B.Ed., GradDip., Computer.Ed.

Media Studies: Mrs. C. Lord, ba, tc.
Physical Education: Ms. P. Wadsworth, tc.
(Acting)
Speech: Mrs. J. Hart, ltc.l
Mrs. P. Batty, Dip.Teach, AS.DA
Librarian: Mrs. MA O’Brien, ba, tc, alaa

SECONDARY TEACHERS
Miss E.R Belt, B.Psych, Dip.Ed. (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. S.M. Biddles, ba, Dip.Ed. (Terms 1, 2, 4)
Mr. K.J. Broderick, ba, M.Ed,

BARCLAY HOUSE

Mrs. L Batterham, Dip.Teach. (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. I. Bracken, c.Ed, c.Further studies (Term 1)
Mrs. FA Charlesworth, Dip.Teach, me (From
Term 2)
Mrs. MA Daventry, Dip.Teach, th.c, B.Ed.
Mrs. LA Drew, Dip.Teach, B.Ed.
Mrs. S.J. Hocking, Dip.Teach (Terms 3 & 4)
Miss RA Mableson, Dip.Teach, B.Ed.
Mrs. WA McKenzie, Dip.Teach.
Mrs. N.I. Rhodes, tc.
Mrs. BA Smith, Dip.Teach, B.Ed.
Mr. BA Taylor, Dip.Teach.
Music: Mrs. S.W Vernon, tc.
Mrs. E. Bishop, BA, Dip.Teach.
Art: Mrs. H.R. Brooke, B.Ed, Dip. Art Teach.
P.E.: Ms. S.J. Fletcher, B.Ed.
Mrs. D.L Gepp, Dip.Teach, B.ED, C.STD.
Learning Support: Mrs. M.M. Leeks, TC, Cert.of
Infant Ed.

Ballet: Mrs. L-A Touyz, Assoc.Cecchitti & RAD.
Teacher

Miss M. Holt, AMusA (Ballet Pianist)

Grad.Dip.ComputerEd.
Mr. JA Casale, B.Sc. (Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs. H.M. Clark, b.Sc, Dip.Ed. (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. B.J. Clarke, B.Ed.
Mrs. S. Cousins, Dip.Teach, Cert. Spec.Ed. (Part-

Violin: Mrs. E. Bishop, BA, Dip.Teach.

time)
Mrs. J. Ehlers, ba, Dip.Ed.
Mrs. L Fisher, TC.
Mr. I.F. Ford, B.Sc.(Hons.), ARAC.I, Gtad.Dip.Ed
Mrs. J.M. Gibson, B.Ed, tc.
Mrs. M. Giudici, Dip.sec.st. (Part-time)
Mrs. E.L Hardy, tc.
Mr. K.S. Harrison, AMusA, B.Mus.(Hons.)
Ms. R.E. Henderson, BA, Dip.Teach, Dip.G.Design
Mrs. J. Hollingworth, B.Sc, tc. (Terms 3 & 4)

Mrs. L Pell, AMusA
Mrs. E. Pisarek, B.Mus.
Mrs. J. Smith (Suzuki Violin)
’Cello: Miss V Rogers, BA, Dip.Ed, A MusA
Double Bass: Miss C. Reitsenstein
Elute: Mrs. W Bennett
Miss D. Riddell, ba, LMusA
MissJ. Robertson
Mr. L Slawomirski
Oboe-. Mrs. K Jacobsen

Librarian: Mrs. B.L Marshall, tc.
Secretary: Mrs. JA Twine
MUSIC TUTORS
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Clarinet: Ms. S. Bell,

d.s.c.m.

Miss T Lalich
Bassoon: Mrs. A Henderson, b.mus, Dip.Ed.
Trumpet: MissT Anderson, b.mus.
Saxophone: Mr. I. Dunn, d.mt
Percussion: Mr. L Evans
Guitar: Mr. T Andrew
Harp: Miss E. Norwood, B.Mus.(Hons.)„ Dip.Ed.
Piano: Mrs. H. Brittan, LMusA, ltc.l, atma
Mrs. H. Dear, TC.
Mrs. H. Edmonds, LMusA, d.s.c.m.
Mrs. J. Lindsay, tmusa, ltc.l, b.Sc.
Mrs. J. Murray, AMusA
French Horn & Trombone: Mr. B. Stewart
ADMINISTRATION

Mrs. M.RJ. Allwell
Miss KJ. Biddles
Miss H.F. Bruechle
Mrs. P.G. Hudgell
Mrs. C. Johnson (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. LJ. Klepec
Mrs. AC. Leadbetter (Registrar)
Mrs. S.P Luttrell (Development Officer
Mrs. S.R. McDonnell (Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs. AB. Mailes (Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs. N. Meredith
Ms WS. Moffot
Mrs. D.L Newman
Mrs. V Pyett (Principal’s Secretary)
Mrs. B. Rive (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. M. Wilson
Mrs. J.L Wood
Mrs. BY Wyatt (Accountant)
BOARDING HOUSES

Mrs. M.C. Atderson, Head of Walton House
Mrs. E.M. Chatfield, Head of Burnside House
(March-June)
Mrs. JA Stafford, Head of Burnside House
Mrs. C.B. Walsh, Head of Wesley House
Mrs. M.P. Freitag, Head of Langsford House
TENNIS COACHING

Mr. R. Casey, ba, tpaa
MAINTENANCE STAFF/CLEANING/
DOMESTICS

Mr. JA Crompton, Maintenance Foreman
Mrs. S.E. Graham, Housekeeper (Terms 1, 2)
Mrs. R Stokes, Housekeeper (Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs. B. Allen
Mrs. BJ. Manger
Mr. TL Allen
Mrs. B. Nolan
Mrs. D.F. Baker
(Terms 1 & 2)
(Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs. E.S. Williams
Mr. WG. Homewood Mrs. N. Zikich
Mr. D. Zikich
Mr. AJ. Davidge,
Mrs. C.C. Hooper
Painter (Terms 1 & 2)
Mrs. P. Lazenby
Mr. I. Caldwell
Mrs. M.J. Lynn
(Terms 3 & 4)
GROUNDSMEN

Mr. JAF. Graham, Head Groundsman
(Terms 1 & 2)
Mr. J.L Baron-Hay, Head Groundsman
(Terms 3 & 4)
Mr. PJ. Harvey Mr. P.C. Edwards, Caretaker
CATERING STAFF

Mr. A Critchley, Catering Manager
Miss P.M. Banyon
Mrs. P.M. McGregor
Ms. AG. Bunyan
Mrs. A Martin
Ms. N. Burren
Ms. A Murray
Mrs. D.L Haywood Mrs. C. Slade
Mrs. D.L Johnson
Mrs. M.I. Wooller
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MATHS DEPARTMENT
Back: J. Casale, G. Kennard, M. Telfer, K Broderick, H. Clark,
J. Skidmore. Front:/ HoUingworthJ. C!qffey M. Nixon, D. Ireland,

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Back: A Beck, B. Clarke, D. Swingler, M. Van Kann, J. Gibson.
Front: N Sofoulis, Y. Palmer, I. Ford, C. Leather, B. Stanton.
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SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
Back: J. Rigden, D. Row, J. Leoni. Front: M. Sibson, J. House,
M. Glenister, R Henderson.
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Back: B. HoUyock, L. JoU, B. Warner, S. Watson, J. Ehlers, K
Jordan. Front: G. Moore, J. Priest, M. Sonntag S. Biddles, J. Silbum.
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MEDIA, THEATRE ARTS, MUSIC, ART, HOME ECONOMICS
Back row: Ms L. Douglas, Miss J. Smith, Mrs J. Ehlers, Mr R.
Swann, Mrs J. Gear, Mrs. E. Domoney. Front: Mrs C. Lord, Mrs
L. Joll, MissJ. Stead, MrJ. Garde, Mr K ELarrison.
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LIBRARY
MrsH. Larkworthy, Mr R Thompson, Mrs M. O’Brien.

ADMINISTRATION
Standing: Miss H. Bruechle, Mrs D. Newman, Miss W Moffat,
MrsM. Wilson, MrsJ. Wood, MrsS. McDonnell Mrs A Leadbetter,
Mrs A Mailes, Mrs P. HudgeU, Mr B. Godwin, Mrs L. Kkpac.
Seated: Mrs H. Larkworthy, Mrs M. ARwell, Mrs N. Meredith, Mrs
B. Wyatt, Mrs V Pyett.
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LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Back: A M. Medcalf, P. Williams, S. Silbert, J. MacGill
Front: J. Hutchison, M. Hill, S. Slowiak.

P.E. DEPARTMENT
Miss P. Wadsworth, Mrs. L. Hughes, Miss F. Durreitt.

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Mrs. M. Giudici, Mrs. L. Fisher, Mrs. F. Woods, Mrs. S. Stein.
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STAFF REPORT
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1988 saw staff adjust to the 6 day rolling timetable. At first
we were never really quite sure which day it was and when
a day 6 finally fell on a Friday the relief was evident. To celebrate
we held an “Enders Party” which also gave us the chance to
farewell Dr. Hadley on his long service leave. Top hilling then
went to Mrs. Moore .... an act soon to be repeated. During
this time, the staff enjoyed Faye Woods’ dry humour over the
PA and the gold stars for blue slips.
We welcomed back Bev. Holfyock and Jenny Silbum who
was one of the casualties this year as staff dropped like flies,
especially in the Maths Department. New staff, Sibbo and Jenny
Ehlers brought a breath of fresh air to the staff room and Jon
Casale made quite an impression on the students. Jan
Hollingworth and Fiona Durrant found that sometimes relieving
lasts a long time and we also welcomed Sheila Cousins, Liz.
Domoney and Gloria Ross.
The annual staff development conference was held at Pinjarra
this year and some of us will never forget the water polo match!
Some staff managed to escape temporarily: Jim Claffey studied
the use of computers in schools overseas, John Garde enjoyed
a peaceful time painting and sketching down south and Sue
Biddles rediscovered Oxford. Many staff were involved in
overseas tours, field trips and camps, the school play, conferences
and other professional development activities. As with its
students, M.LC. continues to set a high standard for its staff
which we welcome as we grow in our professionalism.
Gail Kennard
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ARTS REPORT
In Arts this year we have all excelled,
Everybody’s performed very well.
We started ’88 with a bang
When House choirs smiled and beautifully sang,
Whilst each House produced a brilliant play
For the House Singing and Drama Day.
The Festival was a huge success For the drama Troy was judged the best,
And then Corinth to their great surprise
Took off the Singing and the Mime prize.
Choir’s first concert was with Wesley boys We sang the ‘Magnificat’ - what a noise!
Music Night was its usual high standard
Poor Mr. Swann coped single-handed.
Even though Mr. H. had the ’flu
We managed to sing and play for you
Every group played their favourite piece
From the Clarinet Choir to Les Dix.
Debating this year reached for new heights
As girls often on cold winter nights
Travelled along to far away schools
To argue well their strong points of view
And then there was the eternal war
’Gainst the arrogant boys from next door.
We had a few parliamentaries at lunch
But Christ Church lost when it came to the crunch.
Public Speaking too played a main role
With M.LC. girls doing well on the whole.
Our School play this year had a huge cast
To attempt a production so vast.
We danced and we sang and acted too
In order to present our ‘Maid’ to you.
Heather Lamont is another Arts Day
When anyone can perform in a play,
Or bake a cake, sing a song
The displays last all day long.
Now for our successes - let’s give a cheer!
And all my best luck for Arts next year.

Sonia Heath

-_
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PACIFIC CATCH AN INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE
This year M.LC., for the first time, has hosted an AF.S. student
from Fiji. AF.S. is an international exchange programme where
students from countries around the world go for a year to another
country to experience the different cultures. Esiteri is one of
the 24 exchange students in Perth this year, and has the privilege
of attending Methodist ladies’ College.
It has been a very challenging year for her in adapting herself
to our lifestyle (which she was done perfectly). Esiteri started
off in Year 11 but moved into Year 12. She has taken part in
many activities that are around her and has very much enjoyed
them. Her good sportsmanship was revealed when she went
out and helped her team in the interhouse swimming carnival.
She has certainly achieved a better standard of English and
is now more confident and fluent in the language. At school
she studies Geography, Accounting, Economics, Maths and
English. Coming from a small public school in Suva, she has
settled in very well at M.LC. and has a wide circle of friends.
Esiteri has had a lot to offer, in coming from another country,
and teaching us about her Fijian way of life. We have enjoyed
her company and her bubbly personality and we hope to keep
in contact with her in the future. We wish her all the best
in her future endeavours, although her biggest challenge in
our Land Down Under will be the TE.E.
Shareen Ghani, Meng C. Tan, Tammy Ng
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KOBE COLLEGE EXCHANGE - 1988
“G’day mate. How’s it goin’?” were some of the Australian
expressions that were mastered by ourJapanese guests - making
them “true blue Aussies”! Those who went to Japan in 1987
as members of the exchange between Kobe College and M.LC.,
were eagerly waiting for the arrival of their 1987 hosts. Of course
many of the girls who joined the programme this year, anxiously
waited for their Japanese guests who they would be meeting
for the first time. The day of their arrival to Perth was the
start of a life-long friendship and hopefully a return trip to Japan,
to continue the exchange in 1989.
While in Perth, the Japanese girls were kept constandy
occupied with organised trips all over Perth. Tire Kobe girls
enjoyed a day at Rottnest, an afternoon at Scitech, a morning
at Fremantle and many specially organised classes to teach the
girls a little Australian culture and lessons perfecting their English
Thanks to many hours of hard work by Mr. Williams, Miss
Hutchison and many of the other staff, the 1988 Japanese Tour
in theKobe-M.LC. programme was highly beneficial and enjoyed
by all. Tire programme is a mutual exchange of friendship,
education and cultural experiences which has brought families
of different cultures together and enabled us to experience
another way of life.
Anita Lindquist
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DEBATING REPORT
Suddenly Ramona bent over, took off her shoe and put it
on her head. She continued her argument, poised with shoe
on head, in an effort to prove to those ever-so-arrogant Christ
Church boys that Impropriety is the soul of wit’.
Despite some incredibly obscure topics, M.LC.’s everincreasing Debating Club has had considerable success, topped
by our Year 11 team who reached the quarter-finals of the high
school competition. The most encouraging event in debating
this year, however, was the involvement of almost 50 Year 8’s
in interschool competition. When we called a meeting for
interested Year 8’s, we never expected such a huge response,
and even our efforts to thin the numbers by saying that debating
took enormous commitment, didn’t manage to shake off any!
Many thanks to Ramona Mitussis, Mrs. Silbert and Mrs. Hollyock
for helping to channel the overwhelming enthusiasm of these
Year 8’s!!
Thanks must also go to all the year captains for their constant
organisation and enthusiasm. In Year 11 - Jo. Home, Year 10
- Sarah Joyce, Year 9 - Naomi Heath and of course to Mrs.
Hollyock for her boundless encouragement and excellent
organisation.
Best of luck to everyone for the ’89 season!
Gaby Bracks
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TRACHEOPHYTE REPORT
Guess what; the TRACKS ARE BACK - lunchtime, 20th June,
in Bosisto Hall, only $1. What a turn out - well, maybe not
as many as we’d hoped, but we did raise $
The Tracheophytes (soon to be releasing their first album)
fonned last year in an effort to raise money for the Cancer
Foundation. Due to such popular demand, they couldn’t just
stop at one ‘gig’, but continued to play for bigger and better
things.
Through the past two years they could have been seen playing
on the Year 11 River Cruise (1987), in ‘Maid in Australia’, as
well as twice in Bosisto Hall.
Not only did the Tracheophytes play to arranged audiences,
but they also participated in the Heather Lamont Festival, where
they won their section. (By the way, a new section, consisting
of two entries, was especially established!)
A heap of thanks should go to Mr. Evans for arranging,
organising and basically putting up with us through the years.
We thank him for all the time and effort he put in to help
us become M.LC.’s first real band!
Yes guys, the ntmour is right. The Tracheophytes have split,
and next year they will all be going solo to follow their own
careers.
All the best TRACKS!
Vanessa Fayle
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SENIOR STRINGS
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Well, what can we say?
We are still the same famous and prestigious group of string
players this side of the C.C.G.S. Chapel. For the first part of
the year, we “fiddled” hard under the guidance of Neil Barclay
until be broke down under the strain and instead decided
to join the London Symphony Orchestra. We haven’t heard from
him since .. .
His replacement was somewhat less inspiring, an unique
individual who has been writing the same piece of music for
eight years (longer than we’ve all been here) and still hasn’t
finished.
Seriously, Mr. Swann has been fantastic and helpful in his
guidance as conductor of Senior Strings (we love your pull
beat). From the “Adagio for Strings” by Barber, to “Diverimento”
(K.136 not 138) by Mozart, we have demonstrated our strengths
and more commonly our weaknesses.
Nevertheless, verisimilitudinously we say, we have had fun
this year and most of us are looking forward to next year the year twelves are glad to get away (ha ha).
Thanks go to Neil (who never received them), Mr. Swann
and most of all, all of us - the dedicated, virtuosic players
who have sacrificed every Monday afternoon, with copious cups
of coffee - thanks to Nescafe. (We couldn’t have done it without
you.) Long live the S.S.!!
Here ends the reading (and what a reading it was!)
Odile Sicouri &Jo. Barton et al

east

ITS DIX
Accompanying the somewhat surprising addition of two more
clarinets to the now positively clarinet-dominated ensemble
Les Dix took upon the extended title of “Les Dix et Deux”
amongst the players, although retaining the original and much
shorter Les Dix” for performances, just to present an element
of confusion to eager French speakers. Amidst distressed wails
and cries of disbelief, we set about to learn the dearly beloved
More Old Wine in New Bottles”, our constant course of Tuesday
afternoon enjoyment being Mr. Swann’s facial demonstration
ot the colour red as he attempted to explain the significance
or Joan to the Maypole”! Along with the occasional appearance
or a horn, we managed to stage three major performances the first being at the Claremont Bicentennial Festival, followed
by the stand-up concert at the M.LC. Open Day (special thanks
must go to Mr. Swann for his brilliant bassoon interpretations)
and or course, Music Night, held at the Christ Church Chapel.
All in all, if not a year of packed engagements, 1988 has
been an interesting, entertaining and successful one for the
notorious ensemble!
Lara Watson

* * i

CONCERT WIND ENSEMBLE REPORT
C.WE. has once again proved its ability to adapt to any situation
and perform well, whatever happens! Term 3 was this year’s
main highlight; first of all we played in the Claremont
Bicentennial Festival, managing to attract the attention of many
puzzled shoppers, although some Year 8’s nearly fell over the
mezzanine waving to their mums. Then we packed up all the
equipment, took all the equipment back to school and set up
K,v
all the equipment again for the M.LC. Open Day We performed
m
^i
a few of our more catchy numbers; this time the only danger
being that we could be run over (we were outside in the
teachers’ parking area). Mr. Harrison was sadly unable to conduct
us at Music Night, so we had to make , do with Mr. Swann,
who frantically waved his hands around and hoped for the
best!
Generally 1988 was a successful year for C.WE. - the standard
of playing improved. (Well, we think so anyway), there were
more instrumentalists and a lot of new music was included
in our repertoire. In our more “beneficial” rehearsals, the flutes
often threatened to engulf the easily intimidated members of
the band with their mere numbers, but the rest of C.WE. made
up for this with the NOISE!
Thanks very much to Mr. Harrison for his ‘dedication’ to C.WE.
Rebecca Curry
13
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BIG BAND REPORT
The year started with unusual sounds coming from the lower
boarders’ activities room. We decided to pull up our socks,
so we made our way to Fairbridge Farm, Pinjarra, in preparation
for the Old Girls’ Association 80th Birthday Ball where we were
to back Jacki Love. After many rehearsals we eventually got
to the grandeur of the Merlin Ball Room, mirrored roof and
all, equipped with classy stands for the saxophones. We must
thank Brono for giving us our first taste of professionalism along
with Jacki’s support and co-operation. Everyone looked great
at the ball and even Mr. Harrison got a kiss from the belle
of the ball, Mrs. Mary Telfer.
Just prior to the Ball, we were invited to play at the
Bicentennial Expo. We braved the elements and entertained
the audience consisting of faithful, soaked parents.
Monday rehearsals began to sound interesting as new pieces
were introduced. Big Band is now getting ready for Music Night
and Speech Night, along with the Bicentennial Claremont
Festival and Open Day Thanks Mr. H! We know how hard it
has been (especially driving the bus up the M.LC. drive with
“L” plates).
Good luck to everyone in Big Band from all the Year 12’s.
Hope you have as much fun as we did!
Anne Dawson and Caroline Twist

n;^%<

BIG BAND
Back row:H. W. Wai, T. W. Ng A Whitehead, K Munro, P
Clark, £ Yuncken, S. Holthouse, C. Twist, Y. Caruso, A Dawson,
L. Woo, K Kelers. Front: H. Heinrich, V Foyle, L. Fermanis, I.
Bolto, L. Ellis.

INTERMEDIATE ORCHESTRA
Intermediate Orchestra has been most interesting and
stimulating this year. (We were forced to write that...)
Led by the highly talented Mrs. Bishop we worked hard
all year (ha, ha) with very long, stressful rehearsals and
performed brilliantly at Music Night. (Well, at least they’ll never
forget us....)
Our memories of our Friday afternoon rehearsals mainly
involve the 10 minute break (which usually became 15 minutes)
and weekly sprints to get first in line at the boarders’ food
machine.
Intermediate Orchestra isn’t quite the Royal Philharmonic but
we all had a lot of fim and are grateful to Mrs. Bishop for
her time.
“See ya next year, hey guys ...!”
Jo. Home and Meijune Ng

-i*_____

CLARINET CHOIR
Every Sunday a group of eight. . . girls plus one conductress
meet in the deep, dark depths of the music department.
Although this talented group hasn’t had any major achievements,
all the training is sure to bring good results within the next
coming year. Thanks to Miss Bell for putting up with the chips
and chocolate and our sense of humour (?!)
LisaJan £. Blacklow, Jane Galvin, StephanieJackson

^

CHOIR REPORT
The first item on the agenda for the 1988 College Choir
was the performance of the Bach Magnificat with Wesley Choir.
An unbelievably difficult work, our performance was ‘interesting’
to say the least but we tried and we had fun. College Sunday
was next and I’ve heard tell that our performance on this occasion
left shivers running up and down our conductor’s spine. Is
that right Mr. Swann?
Having participated in the Claremont Arts Festival, the choir
continued, true to form, “stunning” audiences by wandering
through Christ Church Chapel singing in French about
Dairymaids Milking as we approached the stage and waited
for our conductor to arrive.
The remainder of our time this year (for those dutifully
attending rehearsals) will be spent preparing for Speech Night,
following Speech Night camp at a new and hopefully more
exciting venue and rumour has it that next year there will once
again be the joyful voices of MLC girls on tour. Good luck
MLC Choir 1989.
Emma Scott and Michelle Ash

*
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SCHOOL PLAY REPORT
The 1988 production, entitled “Maid
in Australia” as a tribute to the
bicentennary, consisted of a series of
vignettes depicting scenes from the
early convict times to the present day
illustrating the role of women in
Australia’s history It involved over 150
girls and several members of staff in
acting roles. This really contributed to
its success as it really was a school
effort.
As a member of the cast of one of
the plays which included three
members of the male staff, Peter
Williams, Adrian Beck and Lindsay
Purdie, I can say that we enjoyed the
performances very much. Judging
from backstage chat, I think the whole
cast and crew did too. The plays were
fun to do, especially those written by
girls, and I think the involvement of
the band, the Tracheophytes, also
contributed to the atmosphere.
Thanks to Mrs. Joll for her direction
(which we all needed) and to the cast
and crew whose hard work paid off,
making it the success it was.
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BALL REPORT
The top floor was buzzing.
The date had been set July the 15th
for the best school ball yet.
We gossiped and chatted
Sketched ball gowns and boys
and suggested some bands
who could supply the noise.
On a more serious note, the Year
12 ball was a huge success. After
months of anticipation and mounting
hysteria, it finally rolled around.
Everyone looked gorgeous and
seemed to enjoy herself:
We boogied and twisted
and danced to the beat
and by the end of the night
we all had sore feet.
Now the ball’s over
the memories remain
And we all wish that
we could relive it again!
Gabv Bracks

_________
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YOUNG ACHIEVERS’ REPORT
Early this year, a small group of Year 11 students joined with
our sponsors and advisors, Honeywells, to take part in the Young
Achievers organisation. It was our task to form a business,
manufacture a product, sell it and liquidate all within the given
28 weeks. Wow! What a challenge!
Our first task was to decide on a suitable name for our
company. “MYLAC ’88” incorporated the initials of Methodist
Ladies’ College and Young Achievement and this was to be
our company name. After heated debate and much
brainstorming, we chose to manufacture a compact toilet bag
which we named “Bathroom Buddies”.
During production weeks we faced a number of problems
such as lack of enthusiasm and a number of wrong decisions.
However, with help from our advisors, many of these problems
were overcome and we went on to learn the values, freedoms
and responsibilities of the business world. Indeed, it was a
very worthwhile experience to all those involved.
“MYLAC ’88” is now drawing to a close and although we
faced many ups and downs, we are pleased with our success
in the junior business world as we can now see how hard
work can pay off in the long run. Thanks must go to all those
involved at school and Honeywells and we offer best of luck
to next year’s Young Achievers.
Fiona Hutchison
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STOP PRESS: Congratulations to MYLAC — Venture of the Year
for 1989.
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OPEN DAY
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When the flowers begin to bloom, mice breed, substances
are formed and many notes filter from room to room, means
only one thing... Open Day.
The 1988 Open Day was one of the most successful school
days of the year as students learned and prepared experiments,
cooked food and painted masterpieces for the viewing of many
families and future students. Throughout the day people from
all areas, near and far, moved around the school grounds viewing
the many departments. Onlookers experienced many delights
such as tasting, touching and in one case, slight electrocution.
Overall, the day was a success as MLC advertised its
departments with the help of keen students and staff, and the
co-ordination of our Development Officer, Mrs Sally Luttrell.
Congratulations to everyone involved as the day proved to be
very well run and successful.
Jo Richardson
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M.L.C. TOUR DE FRANCE ’88
Au nom de tous mes comarades, je voudrais dire . . . what
an unreal trip!
After seemingly never-ending months ofpreparation, 24 M.LC.
girls, one Christ Church boy and three teachers at last arrived
in Paris on September 20th - the catch our first glimpse of
the Arc de Triomphe enshrouded in blue, white and red.
Our next stop was at Angers, in the Loire Valley (thank
goodness for French dictionaries and sign language!) where
we visited some beautiful castles, but were amazed to see that
we weren’t allowed to walk on the grass - where could we
have our lunch?!
We passed through many French towns which, until then
had been just names on a map or in a text book. Every inch
of land was being used - there were fields after fields of
sweetcom and sunflowers - and whenever we looked out of
the bus window, there was always something different to see,
particularly as we moved south into the mountains and along
the high cliffs of the Riviera (although, at that point, some
of the faces turned a delicate shade of green!)
We visited so many places, some of the more memorable
of which were La Rochelle on the Atlantic (the brave paddled!),
Condom, St. Tropez, Monaco (where almost everyone took the
opportunity to bask in the warm sunshine on the beach and
swim in the Mediterranean - even though we had to walk
up literally hundreds of steps back to our hostel!) and, of course,
Aurillac and Vic sur Cere, where we spent a wonderful time
living with French families.
This area, high in the mountains of the Auvergne, is really
ancient, its volcanoes dating from millions of years ago and
even some of the buildings in the towns date from the ninth
century Tire people of the region were particularly friendly
and always willing to help, esecially as we were the first Australian
group there and our ‘fame’ had spread via the articles in the
local newspaper - some of us even received free chocolates
from one of the chocolatiers!
Most mornings we went to school (very different from M.LC.,
with no uniforms, cooked lunches and, oh yes, boys) - and
some of us actually wanted to spend the whole day there!
By that time, our French was in frill swing and as many of
the families spoke no English, we had to do our best. The
food was great and we seemed to be forever eating - as for
the patisseries . . . well . . . I’m sure that we all returned with
a little more insulation than when we left! On the morning
of our departure from Aurillac, it was pouring with rain,
underlining our sadness at leaving. It really was a memorable
trip.
Esperons que nous y retoumerons un jour, nous en garderons
pour toujours un tres bon souvenir.

SKI TOUR ’88
In the September/October holidays, 18 M.LC. girls, Ms.
Fletcher and Mr. Sofoulis joined with other schools to invade
New Zealand.
Over the duration of the holiday there were many different
styles of skiing invented and practised. The most popular being
that of getting to know snow, face to face. At the start, skiing
was like learning to walk again, however, slowly but surely we
all got up on our feet and enjoyed it.
Skiing wasn't the only item on the agenda - on the weekend
there were various other activities that we could choose. One
of the activities that was very popular was white water rafting.
Lara topped the scoreboard by falling in 3 times (thanks to
Dorn), spending more time in the water than the boat. The
event ended with a very soggy lunch and a trip to the hot
pools to thaw out. One busload of Australians also went to
Rotorua to hassle the locals in the Maori village, while others
went bushwalking.
At the end of the trip all of us could manage the T-bars
(those who couldget up the T-bars that is) and the Vihoo was
a breeze. Turoa skifields will never be the same and it was
definitely a trip to remember. We left with fond memories of
the Kiwi’s and their frish ’n chups!
Jane Gafoin, Lexein Fermanis, Julia FeutriU
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THE HEATHER LAMONT FESTIVAL

This festival was inaugurated in I960 as the “Heather Lamont
Memorial Internal Music Festival”.
Heather Lamont attended M.LC. for two years as a boarder
and was keen on music and sport, especially athletics in which
she excelled. Two days after Speech Night on 10th December,
1959, she was killed on her father’s farm at Holt Rock Mr.
Lamont generously made available certain scholarships and
prizes to commemorate Heather’s name and the happy times
she had at M.LC.
The festival has evolved into a major senior school event
which allows girls to participate in a wide variety of cultural
activites and to gain points for their House.
This year there was a record number of entries (1,488) in
sections which included photography, art, cottage crafts,
needlework, cookery, chocolate making, bread baking and
poetry in addition to the performance sections such as public
speaking, ballet, drama and the various instrumental sections
which were the original purpose of the festival.
Barclay House holds it own Heather Lamont Festival each
year. Each class presents items of ballet, singing and choral
speaking and an Inter-House choir competition is included.
The name of Heather Lamont is honoured at M.LC. — a
fitting memorial to a girl who enjoyed the arts activities at the
school.

YEAR 12 ART CAMP
With one bus packed with acrylics, oils and easels and, of
course, the delicious homemade concoctions of soups, biscuits
and buns, the other bus was crammed with shivering Year 12
Alt students and an assortment of jaffas, minties and bass guitars,
we set off on our intrepid journey to Faversham House, York.
Inspired by the sights and sounds of this quaint country
town, everybody set off on their own to create visionary
masterpieces. How many succeeded, is somewhat debatable.
After 3 days of “edible” food (compliments to the chefs - Mrs.
Garde and Ms. Fletcher), and Mr. Garde’s mindblowing
Meditation, we left somewhat reluctantly to return to the
doldrums of Perth. Contented only with the memories of an
excellent weekend and a few doses of the flu. Many thanks
Mrs. Garde and Ms. Fletcher and especially to our up and coming
John Famham - Mr. Garde.
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YEAR 12 LITERATURE CAMP
Tire Friday afternoon directly following Year 12 Trial TE.E
exams saw approximately 60 lucky Literature students on their
way to Fairbridge Fann for a fun weekend of literature. The
chalets were large and airy and had plenty of hot water (for
those skilled enough to know how to light a fire!). Meals were
heralded with a lusty blow of a horn from a ‘cranky’ cook
and were quite nutritious and tasty (for camp food).
The nights were filled with interesting charades and
improvisations and we were given a very informative lecture
about the power of the mind from Bob McDonald who was
subjected to all manner of questions, from, “Have you ever
had a psychic experience?” to the obvious, “But how can I
use it for my TE.E.?”
Amongst the long bush treks and active nights, we also did
some Literature, gaining valuable exam information from two
lecturers from the University who talked about our texts and
possible questions.
Overall, the camp was very successful, providing some very
valuable Literature study tips, and a relaxing weekend away
with friends.

ft

Julianne Harvey
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OLD GIRLS’ BALL
"When the M.LC. Big Band was first approached to play the
Jackie Love Show for the 1988 Old Girls’ Ball, my reaction was
a mixed one of amusement and horror. I was amused that
our school band was being considered for such a difficult show,
and horrified that it was all going ahead despite my gentle,
but persistent objections.
Contacting Jackie in Sydney proved almost as difficult as the
show itself! Once this was achieved, the programme, and
numerous other details were set and the Big Band was ready
to tackle the long awaited music.
The “charts” were re-arranged to suit the M.LC. Band; flautist
Rebecca Curry joined the band especially for the show. After
numerous rehearsals, including a valuable weekend camp at
Fairbridge, most of the music was under control, except for
the dreaded last half of the “Andrew Sisters Medley”. Professional
drummer Bruno Pizzata generously helped out at rehearsals
on numerous occasions; he also realised our worst fears by
confirming the tempo of “Andrew Sisters” at about 900 notes
per second. With only one week remaining, Lara Watson, Emma
Scott and Sonia Heath joined the band to sing backing vocals
for several ofJackie’s numbers.
The night of the ball arrived. A crowded dance floor for
the Big Band’s first bracket was a reassuring surprise for most
of the girls. With professional help on guitar, bass, and the
ever reliable Bruno on drums, we again took the stage forJackie’s
Show. The band played well. The audience thought they played
fantastically The “Andrew Sisters” went by so fast that no one
had noticed.
Kim Harrison
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YEAR 12 REPORT
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We, as the hardworking, earnest (thank you Mrs. Telfer for
making the whole year a real blast), sincere, intelligent year
twelves of M.LC. 1988 are a group of ideal students. We are
what other year 12 students should be modelled on. We are
a very deep group of people (the ball was THE best!!) and
we engage in very deep conversations. For example, we discuss
the pros and cons of keeping a cow in the cupboard, the
extraordinary quantities of coffee and milk sediments in the
bottom of cups and the permeability of noodles to luke warm
water.
We also managed to develop a cult of which the god was
the eternal fountain of wakefulness. Alias ‘the urn’. This cult
involves running to pray at 10.15 and 1.08 and leaving sacrifices
such as coffee wrappers and soggy tea bags.
Year 12 is the year in which we finally reached the maturity
to develop the fine art of such accomplishments as water
throwing and the spasmodic dispersal of lunch remnants over
the top floor of Sumner House. However, during all this
spontaneous joyful exploitation of life (GAB & WOOZIE DID
A REAL TRIFF JOB) we are holding up an immense burden
of infinite pressure, the pressure to extend this spontaneous,
joyful exploitation of life outside the boundaries of the school.
This involves the pressure to find clothes to go out in, the
pressure to find money with which to buy petrol, and, of course,
due pressure of deciding where to go and relax after our final
exams.
Speaking of final exams, many of us in our states of depression,
as a direct result of studying so hard, have been told not to
worry so hard and relax, because our TE.E. results aren’t
everything. We are all taking this advice very seriously so as
the year draws to an end, we will all remember the famous
words of Patsy Bisco when she sings “I am a little teapot” and
the words of the Mad Hatter ‘Your hair wants cutting” and
we will also remember the words of Kylie when she shouts
“Is anyone going down the can?” and the words of Jane when
she says “Oh Loose” and Caroline’s “Eh!”
However the most important words are from someone called
Brody when he said “Grovel on the ground in hysterical remorse”
because that’s what we’ll be doing when we jointly fail our
TE.E.
Venessa and Romona
(with helpful contributions from a wide horde ofpeople)
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YEAR 11 REPORT
“We came, we saw, we conquered!”
Being the most highly talented year in the school presents quite
a few problems when nobody else (except the Year ll’s) seems
to recognize this fact. Nonetheless, this multi-talented group have
battled onwards. Despite certain prejudices against them (like there
isn’t a Year 11 line at the canteen. . .), they have managed to
achieve quite a lot during their brief time as the ‘undergraduates’.
In sport, the Year 11 rowing team performed excellently in their
river regattas and Suzie Grainger made the state diving team, with
Julia Feutrill involved in the state netball team. Good one, guys!!
The art scene was also well covered by this brilliant year group,
with the Year 11 debating team being undefeated all year until
the finals of the WAD.L debating competition (where they were
defeated by a ruthless Christ Church team . . .), and Jo. Scotney
becoming a state finalist of theJaycees’ public speaking competition.
A great number of girls were involved in this year’s school play,
Maid in Australia, and all performed wonderfully (watch
forpresentations at next year’s Oscars ...)
An aspiring group of business women became Young Achievers
and experienced the business world first hand, producing a travel
bag, niftily named as the ‘Bathroom Buddy’.
An exciting aspect of 1988 for Year ll’s has been the travelling
opportunities, with groups tripping to France, Germany, China and
New Zealand, and one of our boarders, Ruth Atterby, was involved
in a drovers’ trek throughout the Aussie outback (and we don’t
just mean the back garden .. . hey, Ruth?!)
And as for the social scene . . . (which is severely limited, due
to the fact we all spend so much time studying . . .) we’re all
greatly looking forward to our River Cruise where we actually get
to mix with the opposite sex!
Thanks to Mrs. Nixon for being a great Head of Year. (You can
have the holidays to recover, Mrs. Nixon...)
And as we make the great transition to the top floorof Sumner
House (symbolic of being THE most important and “high-up” year
in the school) we steadily tune up our talents, preparing ourselves
to once again - “Come, see and conquer!”
Roll on Year 12 .. .
Jo Home and Fiona Hutchison

YEAR 10 REPORT
At last we made it to Sumner House. For some of us, an
unfortunate crime, alas, we are CLOSER to the canteen. So
perhaps everyone will notice a slight change in Year 10s’ weight
or the sudden rush of Year 10’s on diets.
Although the start of the year was a shock to the system,
we still coped with endless laps of the swimming pool and
other sporting activities PLUS an extra load of homework. But
naturally we coped through these obstacles.
In April our fellow student, Christy Hawker, jetsetted off to
Japan for 6 months on an exchange with Kobe College. (Some
of us have all the luck!)
Mrs. Hardy contributed well to the year by opening a shoeshine store and if she could, probably a jewellery store too,
due to all our belongings collected (preferably gold jewellery).
Social services raised quite a bit of money and you all thought
we weren’t going to have a social! Thanks goes to Mrs. Hardy
Year 10’s excelled in the sporting field and even winning
the Inter-School Cross Country pennant.
One of the highlights of the year was Work Experience which
was a real challenge. We’re sure everyone learned something,
even if it got a little boring or too exciting. Special thanks
to Miss Stead for organising the week for us.
The year has gone very fast and before we knew it we were
choosing our TE.E. subjects for Years 11 & 12. It was like our
whole life depended on it!
Still we plodded on and only two years of hard work to
go and then freedom, but those thoughts will have to wait
as first we have to conquer and endure Year 11.

Nat. Hudson and Hat. Hamzah

YEAR 9 REPORT
Nowwe’re in Year Nine, no more stacking chairs after assembly
and being treated as babies. Everyone gets a good feeling when
the Year Eight girls are asked to stack the chairs. It makes it
all seem worthwhile. The stairs are still as tiresome as usual.
No wonder we’re all so fit!
The big event of the year was the Year Nine Social. Everyone
joined in, including several members of staff, and had a great
time. Although it was arranged as a ‘graduation’ for the ballroom
dancers, there were some ‘free’ dances. During this time, I
suspect the members of the older generation found it hard
to understand how what we were doing could be called dancing!
I’m sure their were a few sore feet the next day but the memory
of a great time will last much longer.
The Inter-House Athletics were a great success this year.
Congratulations to Danielle Green, Lindsay Tomms and
Catherine Williams for coming first, second and third respectively
in Year Nine.

All year Mrs. Vernon has been trying to control the unruly
Year Nine Choir. All her hard work came out at the Music Night
where they gave an excellent performance which must have
pleased Mrs. House immensely after all her encouragement
to sing well in Chapel.
This year the homework and tests seem to have doubled
and the complaints about them have tripled. Although we know
this is all for our own good, we sometimes wish we could
have the lighter load of Year Eight once again.
Overall Year Nine has been a great year, filled with a lot
of hard work as well as enjoyment. A great deal of thanks must
go to Mrs. House who has been there to give us help and
support all year long.
Genevieve Groom and Rebekah Honey
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YEAR 8 REPORT
1988 has seen us tumble through the year, madly encountering
many new experiences. We finely familiarised ourselves with
the buildings around us, got to know our teachers and Mrs.
Silbert who has been very kind and supportive throughout
the year.
In March we had a fantastic time at our camp at Fairbridge.
We had many a hair-raising adventure, especially at windsurfing
when a few of us got to the other side (how skilful!) only
to be met by sloshy mud. We also screen printed T-shirts,
creatively danced and tried to keep up with the energetic
teachers while bushwalking.
But the highlights must’ve been the Camp-Out where we
tried extremely hard not to capsize our canoes, and the endof-camp concert where we all participated willingly (or not
so willingly) as spectators and performers. Many thanks go to
Ms. Fletcher, Mrs. Silbert and other members of staff for a
pleasurable camp.
During first term all of us were busily preparing Choral and
Drama pieces for the Inter-House Singing and Drama Night
which was great fun.
The Year 8’s have had a busy time fund-raising. We had an
Inter-House Money Chain and money raised was donated to
the Polio Plus Project, and we also fasted, trekked and rode
bikes for Aid Week.
On July 19, the Year 8 Bush Dance was held, and was a

very enjoyable and fun time for all who attended. The very
next morning twelve Year 8 German students sat for the German
DAS. Exam. Many girls gained distinctions and two girls, Helene
Ahanasiou and Louisa Pringle were lucky enough to gain the
places of joint fifth in the state.
On the sports side of things, we have performed creditably
at the Inter-House and Inter-School Swimming Carnivals and,
in fact, so well at the Inter-School, we gained the Year 8 Pennant!
Good on ya’ everybody! Among countless(!) other achievments,
some girls actually finished the FUN RUN, and from there into
training for Cross Country events and Inter-School Athletics.
Open Day (the first in a long time, we heard) was a big
event for us in which we participated eagerly in Art Exhibitions,
Drama, Science and Music.
The Year 8’s have also performed brilliantly in the Arts aspects
of life at M.LC. Lots of girls joined Debating, Instrumental Groups
and sang in the Year 8 Choir. Music Night was enriched by
our contribution to it in subtle (!) ways. Some of us performed
in the Heather Lamont FestivaL and were lucky enough to win
in their sections.
So, what else is there to say? For one thing, in a month
or two we’ll be released from the torture of putting back chairs
at assembly We’ve got four more years left. Will we ever make
it to the end? We certainly hope so!
Helene Athanasiou and Claire Ramsay
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ATHENS

ATHENS HOUSE OFFICIALS
Samantha Beer (Sports), Emma Scott (Captain), Ramona Mitussis (Arts).
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YEAR 12 ATHENS
Back: M A Lee, M. Hart, V Stroud, A
Clark, E. Dunstan, M. Trinder. Middle:
C. Airey S. Buttsworth, E. Scott, A Masters,
A Pipe, J. Richardson, G. Falls. Front: R
Klingler, S. Beer, V. Bator, A Jacobs, S.
Walker. Absent: E. Balfe, F. MeUing R
Mitussis, Y. Salleh, H. D. Wai.

YEAR 11 ATHENS
Back: P. Wood, K Gannon, A Court, J.
Allnutt, P. Brayshaw, K Stqyanoff, K
White. Middle: K Ogilvie, P. Shreeve, S.
Fiegert, D. McPharlin, V Ho, R Curry, M.
Wilson, Front:// Barrett, C. Rocchi, M.
Telfer, B. Williamson, K. Hollis, S.
McCullagh. Absent: A Vijayan, L. Taylor,
R Rae, C. Faui
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YEAR 10 ATHENS
Back: Z. Muller, L. Miller, Y. Lamont, S.
Janney, V. Kirby, C. Johnston, G. Stoyanoff,
M. Lamont, D. Gillam, J. Ingram. Middle:
H. Wai, S. Joyce, J. Hamilton, N. Hudson,
R Sanford, K Hocking V Williams, K
Bator. Front: K Broume, D. Claffey, C.
Godden, S. Salleh, B. Klingler, F. Buttsworth,
B. Rocchi. Absent: G. Cohen.

YEAR 9 ATHENS
Back: C. Dunn, A Snell, F. Rae, P. Clark,
E. Hill, F. Hopkin, T. Forsyth, K McGinniss.

Middle: M. Kato, S. Ogibie, C. Ladyman,
J. Hulbert, M. Ho, S. Anderson. Front: R
White, N. Kato, N. Wilson, L. Bardwil, T.
Prince, C. McKinnon, R Wright, I. Millar,
V Milner. Absent: K Neivman.
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YEAR 8 ATHENS
Back: 5! Collison, N. Churchill, S. Beagley,
S. Liggins, P. Balfe, M. Tab, E Joel. Middle:
L. Lohman, K Williamson, E. Godden, L.
Wheeler, R. Hudson, K. Slater, H.
Athanasiou, N. Ogilvie. Front: K.
McPharlin, J. McCullagh, K Orr, E. Ho,
H. Hammond, J. Brooke, I. Buttsworth.
Absent: J. Bennett, M. Johm.
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CORINTH HOUSE OFFICIALS
Arnanda Howells (Sports), Jan Syminton (Arts), Rachael Crabb (Captain).
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YEAR 12 CORINTH
Back: R. Crabb, A Howells, S. Gibson, N.
Wright, N. McKenzie, E. Ferguson, L.
Shepherd, C. Anastas, L. SeweU. Middle:
D. Pascoe, T. King F. House, C. Sachse,
V Jenkins. A RusseU, A Peachment, K
Muir, K BerzinsFront-. A Travers, S. Ghani,
T. Ng J. Syminton, S. Lutkens, J. Campbell,
M, Gianetti, A Dawson. Absent: A Barton,
K Buck.

YEAR 11 CORINTH
Back: K Miller, J. Galvin, K BroumeCooper, L. Fermanis, J. Feutrill, A Gillespie,
S. Fryer, K Power, S. Keen. Middle: L. Ross,
V. Ruben, J. Eddy, J. Salmon, R. Atterby
K Wright, J. MacFarlan, V Selby, R.
Dahlberg. Front: J. Home, N. Donelly S.
Brice, M. Bolt, N. Ong F. Hutchison.
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YEAR 10 CORINTH
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Back: P. Ruhen, K Robinson, K Sewell,
M. Wright, T. Green, T. Van Heemst, A
Mansell, S. Blair, S. Quinliven. Middle: M.
McLagan, C. Hannalo, S. Thorp, C. Sexton,
S. Cox, E. Campbell, G. Evans, V
Hollingworth. Front: /. Adrian, T.
Whitehurst, E. Sutherland, R Craigie, M.
Douglas, C. Pal, K Power, S. Sheppard.
Absent: R Mant, E. Waldron.
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YEAR 9 CORINTH
Back:Z. O’Brien, E. Murray, I. Mansell, J.
Blizard, J. Deutscher, D. Hooper, L. Hall,
I. Lao, J. Tait, E. Gulland. Middle: N
Winkler, B. Allen, H. Roberts, I. Bray, S.
Dawson, W. Wong E. Raaff. Front: C.
Smith, H. C. Teo, K Blesing K Kafetzis,
B. Syminton, A Salmon, S. Sun. Absent:
S. Russell,

YEAR 8 CORINTH
Back: E Broume Cooper, J. Campbell, C.
Bussey, C. Ozich, A London, M. Evans,
C. Lake. Middle: J. Carson, C. Yovich, A
Tarala, R Power, A Ellis, J. Main, C.
Bametson. Front: T. Thorp, M. Donald,
C. Ramsay, I. Lyall, D. Bandt, L. Lutz.
Absent: R Mitra, J. Repacholi.
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OIYMPIA HOUSE OFFICIALS
Fiona Hall (Sports), Claudia Elliott (Captain), Kylie Bridge (Arts)
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YEAR 12 OIYMPIA
Back: A Joiner, K Bennett, A Beeston, H.
Heinrich, A Smith, C. Tunst, S. Stubbs, F.
Hall, T. Crane.Middle: R Sheiner, M. C.
Tan, J. Cox, S. Chappell, A Brown, J.
O’Connell, R. Freestone. Front: Z.
Cameron, L. O’ConneU, G. McCamish, S.
Cockle, K. Bridge, B. Lini, C. Elliot, J. Croker.
Absent: J. Christensen.
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YEAR 11 OIYMPIA
Back: S. Jackson, K Arcus, M. BigrteU, N.
Reed, J. Murray, N. Hall, N. Hill, L.
Crompton. Middle: J. Hara, J. Barton,S.
McKay, S. Femley, H. Robson, L. McClure,
L. Blacklow. Front: J. Laurence, S. Byfield,
J. Harry, L. Fleay K Iskra, K Howe. Absent:
S. Van Heurck, L. Ratter, R Nahl, J. Hall
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YEAR 10 OLYMPIA
Back-.J.Milson, T.Lim, T. Shepherd, P. Vaux,
S. Nind, H. Burton, B. Starcevich. Middle:
S. Eatt, A Lewis, S. Nilan, C. Smales, S.
Broun, M. Busch, R Chesney, N. CaRuso.
Front: A Kandasamy, S. Forbes, N. Jenkins,
S. Marsh, N. Bland, J. Tai, N Grigg S.
FinnAbsent. K Gregg J. Viol, E. Yuncken

YEAR 9 OLYMPIA
Back: K Rattigan, N. Nesdale, P. Wovodich,
J. Menzies, R Honey, T. O’Meara, K
Thomas, E. Howe. Middle: D. Ingram, S.
O’Connell, K Croker, S. Iskra, T. Hunter,
D. Green, M. Derrett. Front: W. Tang E.
Lolly, P. Sangarananda, J. Sedevic, G.
Groom. Absent: S. Holthouse, N. McKay,
L. Read, L. Wrightson.

w

YEAR 8 OLYMPIA
Back: K. Shannon, E. Carson, K Vaux,
J. Nind, B. Pridmore, H. Mclnnes, J.
Marcus, E. Risinger. Middle:!. M. Chan,
I. Balasubramaniam, E. Lister, S.
Roberman, L. Bettison, E. Honey, B.
Sharman. Front: R Gregg L Sedeevic, T.
Li, S. Yap, N. Barton, J. Busch.
Absent: Y. Caruso, M. Van Heboort
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ROME HOUSE OFFICIALS

Julianne Harvey (Arts), Jane Watson (Captain), Stacy Westlake (Sports).
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YEAR 12 ROME
Back: K LiUingston, N. Bolton, L. Kanther,
J. Harvey, L. Watson, F. Summers, C.
KoUosche. Middle: F. Wisbeyi N. Matthews,
S. Westlake, S. Hasson, M. Hanson, J. King
T. Langmead. Front: D. Trewetzack, Y. K
Chan, M. L. Wan, M. Ash, T. W.Ng. Absent:
M. Lewis, K Milne, P. Reynolds, K Stride.
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YEAR 11 ROME
Back: L. Ellis, K Munro, B. Tough, J. Allen,
R Turner, J. Crawford, K Wisbeyi Middle:
J. Scotney C. Dixon, B. Booth, J. Lasserre,
E. nomas, L. Tan, S. Low, M. Troy. Front:
M. Roberts, N. Gabriele, A Gardiner, A
Verman, J. Naidoo, A Lindquist. Absent:
K Samuel, S. Stewart.
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YEAR 10 ROME
Back: R. Haverkort, L. Crombie, C.
Montgomery), A Harvey, T. Verco, S. Bell,
L. Campbell, R Hunt, G. Hohnen. Middle:
C. Bowey J. Rees, H. Percy, F. Paterson,
B. Mitford-Henry S. Sakarapani, A
Lotljringe.Front: W. Chao, A McIntyre, G.
Lewis, M. Pearson, C. Palmer, S. Vij, A
Dalzell.

YEAR 9 ROME
Back: S. Campbell, L. Cook, L. Toms, C.
Henning F. MacLenna7i, J. Girdlestone,
K Wright. Middle: G. Jenzen, V Alfonsi,
J. A Lee, N. Troy, B. Court, C. Pyett, A
Calcutt, A Meade. Front: A Frost, S. L.
Wan, G. Gliddon, C. Lasserre, E. Gregory,
H. Exeter, S. P’Ng T. Vitenbergs.

YEAR 8 ROME
Back: L. Munro, V. Hohnen, K Duane,
E. Jefferson, S. Wesbey Middle: S.
Gardiner, L. Rudrum, S. Williams, A
MacFie, N. Wilson, K Dalzell, A Bowey,
R. Crook, F. Roberts, P, Kirby. Front: R
Campbell, K Gardiner, E. Clements, L.
Jackson, L. Sheehan, H. Sakarapani, N.
Thompson. Absent: K Tomich.
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SPARTA HOUSE OFFICIALS
Vanessa Fayle (Arts), Odile Sicouri (Captain) Robin UUrich (Sports).

YEAR 12 SPARTA
Back: V Fayle, S. Heath, N. Thomason,
B. Brown, C. Chin. Middle: K Griffin, A
Hartley, O. Sicouri, R. UUrich, D. Morgan,
C. Owens. Front: T. Payne, N. Humphry,
W.S. Yeow.

BOnE:

YEAR 11 SPARTA
Back: Y. Tajimi, K WiUiams, C. King F.
Hunt, P. Scott, A Chadwick, C. Neave, A
Rowe, R Quintner. Middle: S. Grainger,
L. Kirkby, M. Priddy, G. Bennett, C. CaiU,
A Thompson, B. Wicksteed, £ Binns, R
Arnold. Front: M. Davies, A Metcalf, K
Maiden, D. Hsu, C. Heath, T. Bennett.
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YEAR 10 SPARTA
Back: H. Foster, A Gaynor, A Kirkham,
L. Wallis, J. Vandongen, C. Hodge, T. Scott,
I. Oates. Middle: S. Wilson, N. FreeJ. Brash,
S. Lee, A Foo, K J. Gibson, J. Hammond.
Front: K MacWilliam, N. James, E. Hunt,
R Taylor, A Zen, L. Scott. Absent: B. Sicouri,
C. Hawker.
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YEAR 9 SPARTA
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Back: K Williams, N. Heath, S. Craze, L.
Humphry, N. Hatherley, F. Connor, R
Skirving. Middle: L. Pointon, P. White, L.
Johnson, S. Lobston, R Cail, R Meyers, M.
Clark. Front: F. Dowling C. Chipper, C.
Fitzpatrick, N. Pringle, A Whitehead, W.
C. Yeow. Absent:M Forbes, N. Keating V.
Sheedy.

YEAR 8 SPARTA
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Back: D. Scott, S. Crawford, S. Thompson,
T. Wishaw, E. Payne, J. Wallis, S. Chib,
S. McCoubrie, B. Thomas. Middle: K
Semple, K Schultz, B. Davies, G. Edeson,
A Foster, K. Mason HiU, H. Sutherland.
Front: L. FYingle, L. Stewart, V Tumock,
G. Kirkham, M. Connor, S. Hammond, B.
Robertson.

TROY

TROY HOUSE OFFICIALS

Melanie Woss (Arts), Rebecca Naim (Captain), KylieKelers (Sports).

YEAR 12 TROY
Back: R Davey, K Campbell, M. Smith.
Middle: W. Welton, £ Puaman, K Kelers,
G. Bracks, A Seidelin. Front: £ Haggerty,
K Davies, Y. W. Gob. Absent: I. Bolto, M.
Leoni, K Liddelow, R Naim, J. Ng M. L.
Ng R. Painter, S. FYindmlle, V. Salim, P.
Trivett, £ Williamson, L. Woo, M. Woss.

YEAR 11 TROY
Back: C. Valentine, £. Ryan, L. Wrixon,
F. MacGill, N Court, A Whiting R Russell,
S. Raschiatore. Middle: R. Stringer, J.
Winning T. Scott, K Sands, F. Anderson,
C. Smith, J. Maddock, F. Murakami. Front:
S. Pulendran, A Lui, V. Gamer, £. Ng
S. Raynor. Absent: I. Mepham, J. Ricker.
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YEAR 10 TROY
Back: G. Musk, A Littlejohn, B. Corrigon,
;

W

A Freedman, N. Milech, E. Campbell, K
Coolhaas, P. Hawkins. Middle: R. Randell,
K Daniels, D. Oates, F. Schell, K Russell.
K. Speer, L. Roberts, K McGregor. Front:
Y Ng A Fraser, L. Teo, N. Hamzah, J.
Santwyk, F. Goodridge, E. Steiuart. Absent:
A Gibbings.
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YEAR 9 TROY
Back: K. Kavanagh, R. Gobson, A.
O ’Connor-Smith, A Micha, N. Secton, S.
Kopng D. Leslie, M. Wheatley. Middle: M.
Ng M. McGeachie, T. Kat, S. Moir, S. Kelly,
L. KulaendraJ. AbbottFmnt: M. Andrews,
N. Ryan, A Yuen, M. Seymour, R. Blick,
C. McKinney. Absent: 5. Poole-Johnson, K
Vanderpeyl.

YEAR 8 TROY
Back: K Ng K Roberts, T. BrickneU, J. Van
Der Peyl, Z. Ladyman, J. Littlejohn, A
Dickinson, A Davies. Middle: S. Robinson,
H. Oswald, D. Jogia, S. Kulaendra, N.
Garde, S. Woo, C. Roper. Front: G. Teoh,
N. Robinson, S. Gibson, A Stewart, T.
Hamzah, J. McGregor, F. Schuller. Absent:
H. McKenna.
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THE TREASURES OF TIME

I BEAR THE MEMORIES

As I sit and think of memories,
And how time plays a part.
I wonder what it would be like,
If the clock that I could turn,
Would bring back years of hope,
And the ones of childhood innocence.
These were the best years of my life,
And ones I treasure dearly.
For as some would think of enhancing,
I wouldn’t change a single day
I will never let those memories slip away.

They asked me what I did in the war
Expecting great heroic, wonderful deeds.
How can I answer them?
What can I say?
How can I tell them
What I saw,
And what I did?
That I wounded and killed.
I killed fellow human beings,
Just like you,
And just like me.
The feelings I felt,
All a jumble,
Mixed up.
Tire horror,
The fear,
And the shame.
My friends were hurt.
My friends were killed,
But I was left unscathed.
I bear the memories,
My mind all aflame,
With the things I saw and felt.
The silence,
The death,
And the pain.
How can I tell them?
What can I say?
I want to shout.
I want to run,
Escape from it all.
But I can’t.

Lexein Fermanis (Year 11)

/IJX

Shareen Ghani (Year 12)

DAY-BREAK
Reaching into the darkest comers,
Peeping over the highest walls,
Swallowing the stars, fighting the night,
Bringing the welcomed wannth and light.
Continuing to climb, higher and higher.
Finally reaching the crown of the sky
The battle is won.
The night-time retreats.
Lisa Rudmm (Year 8)

MYDARKAND EERIE LIFE . . .
Once I could have sworn,
that, the heavenly sky above,
was of a sweet light blue,
but, now I am not so sure.
Once I could have sworn,
that, the earthly ground below,
was a sweet pale green,
but, now I am not so sure.
Once I could have sworn,
that, the mystical waters beyond,
were of a greenish blue,
but, now I am not so sure.
For all I’ve seen and thought about,
has changed to dark and misery,
everything holds a cold tense feeling,
that day by day ruins my life.
My Dark and Eerie life . . .
Nancy Donelly (Year 12)

Autumn leaves, so brown and golden
Drift from the trees, leaving their branches bare,
Oh how it reminds her of the days of olden
When with great caution she would prepare
The bonfire, blazing with all its glory,
Oh the fun they once had, she and her friends.
Now she tells her grandchildren of that story
They say, ‘Grandma, is it nearly the end?
And, ‘What’s a bonfire? I’ve never heard of one of those.’
How the world has changed! Tire children of today.
They know nothing of the beauty of a single red rose.
‘Are you very old, grandma?’ one of them did say
Old as time itself, old as the weather.
Yes, I am that old . . . now off to bed young Heather!’
Elly Joel (Year 8)
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THE PRICE OF PROGRESS

The sun had executed its customary daily death past the
snail-gray concrete of the city skyline.
Night had always been one of his least favourite rituals. A
diseased growth of night began to poison the sky The blue
eye of the world closed and dismissed orange legs of light
that walked on into the darkness. All hopeful hues of belated
sun eventually fell and were buried. Blackness swam, along
with the furniture, creating a stagnant pool of night’s pestilent
promises. Unexpectantly, the crystalline promise from his jaded
Arien eyes seeped forth ...
A bronzed suggestion of a Meadow-Lea morning yawned
through the window as it always did, always would. Void of
sleep, robbed of sense.
Sleep? He had no need.
Tile green bathroom sink sported a cavernous grin, streaked
red with liquified life. No one to bang on the door, to shout
or exclaim. The bespattered tiles motioned in pictures.
What do you make of this picture?
A gun, of course. Why these questions, this wintery ward?
Was happiness such a crime? Where is the Satanic black smile
of death?
Soon the torrid signs of reluctant packing were evident. Strewn
items had limped past the cardboard walls of his house and
fallen in a military mountain. A silent uniform a jungle green
lounged on the blossoming tower of glass vessels. Bottles which
had, only the night before, harboured the potent notion of
a peaceful world.

She hated it.
She couldn’t believe that anyone
Would destroy a place,
Her place,
For this.
As she stared at the newly-set, grey cement,
She remembered the tall, shady trees,
Tire pine needles beneath her feet.
She remembered how it felt
To be lying down,
Near a trickling, bubbling stream
Watching the clouds.
And now,
This.
She hated it.
Bethany Sharman (Year 8)

Clare Koltasche (Year 12)

BUDDHA BE BLESSED
Earth, Mother
In loving memory of planet Earth, tally a fine piece of planetary
planning whose tragic end on the 26/10/2088 was the end
of many years of suffering. My deepest sympathies extend to
God and her family. Much love, Gabriel.
- Taken from the obituaries, “Heavenly Post”
The self-destruction of planet Earth came as no surprise to
the elders of Heaven but in itself was a tragedy. Tire fact was
that the people of Earth had voluntarily been heading towards
environmental suicide ever since the idea of the shovel. To
be frank, everyone was getting a bit sick of her and wished
she would go ahead and implode. But despite this, the galaxy
went into minor shock when she finally crumpled and was
sucked into an internal black hole.
It was all over in five and a half seconds and one of the
angels gathered up her cremated remains. With a drawn face
he presented them in one of those antique 500 ml coke cans
that someone had brought up with them. God was quite put
out by the whole matter as it’s sad to see anything you made
yourself die. But more importantly was the problem of all those
people who died along with the Earth. Devil knows where
she was going to put them. She had to admit, it was a mistake
placing humans on there anyway. Ruined a damn good planet.
Sighing, she tucked sentimentality away and continued with
her reconstruction of the Milky Way. With all this stress she
needed a change of scenery.
“I’ve a good mind to send them all down to Hell and let
Him deal with them,” God thought to herself.

He took me everywhere.
We went for long walks along deserted sandy beaches.
We wined and dined in expensive restaurants under candlelight.
He sent me long-stemmed roses.
We went for picnics where no one dared to go.
He brought me presents,
Gold bracelets with our name on it
- together.
He stole flowers out of peoples’ gardens to give to me,
He also stole my heart.
He won soft toys for me at the show.
He sent me love poems in the mail.
He always told me how much he loved me
- he has gone.
In 20 years time
he will remember those magic times we had
But he won’t be sad.
In 20 years time
I will remember him; as if I would ever forget
that face, those eyes, so unforgettable.
I won’t cry - much.
Why did he leave?

Emily Murray (Year 9)

MY LIFE
My life is a painting (A landscape)
Everyone leaves a stroke (Even you)
You may paint a pebble (Or a mountain).

Alisha Lothringer (Year 10)

Melissa B. Hansen (Year 12)
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CONDEMNED . ..

NEWS!
Every night we watch the news
“Good evening” readers say
And then they show us all the things
That happened in the day
A murderer went on a spree
And shot some people down.
A man was in an accident
And hasn’t come around.
In politics they can’t agree
So accusations fly.
A plane has crashed while on a flight
the passengers all die.
A ship has sunk, caught unaware
The country is alarmed.
The president, they can’t agree
About their nuclear arms.
A cyclone hits a little town
And leaves it flat and bare.
A baby’s left at someone’s door
The mother doesn’t care.
“Good evening” they have said to us
And this is what they show.
If this is a GOOD EVENING,
Then we don’t want to know!

Solemn figures in white robes;
long cold halls;
The cold metal beds;
Four white walls.
This is the life that surrounds me.
They follow me around; controlling my life,
guarded with their needles and medicines;
All dressed in white.
Tire sun has stopped shining;
It’s taken fright; and all that is left is the cold, dark night.
I can look out the window;
but will never look in.
The rain pours down;
The sky turns grey; when the children
go out to play.
The wind howls; blowing away
the sweet thoughts I’ve forever saved.
Condemned to a life without happiness.
Feelings without communication,
Without meaning.
I can look at the menu, but I just can’t eat.
I can feel happy, but I can’t hardly grin.
I can close my eyes, but I can’t go to sleep.
I want to have fun, but I cannot join in.
Everyone can see me, but they pretend they can’t;
Ignorance tears holes in my heart;
Society stops me finishing anything I start.
In my dreams, I can fly,
high, high to the heavens and sky;
As free as a bird in graceful flight;
A wild cat exploring the city at night.
But they are impossible dreams;
far, far away,
Crushed on the rocks by the roaring waves;
tumbling and falling, spinning, spinning
endlessly around . ..
Nothing but waste dumped on the sand.
I feel more frustrated day after day
I wish there was something to take away the pain.
I hate myself, my body, my thoughts.
My face is a good-for-nothing piece of waste;
I want to tidy this mess I’m in Get out of this hell, this life;
This stinking place.
I wish I could dig a small hole disappear and die;
But the concrete is hard and tough - and won’t give
way
The blue sky is covered with clouds so grey.
The flowers have died; and only grow,
far, far away;
In lush green fields,
Where happy children play.

Annette Pipe (Year 12)

THE LAST HAPPY MOMENTS
OF A DYING CAT
She sat there licking her paws.
A beautiful white cat.
Not hearing the distressing calls
Of her beautiful furry kittens.
Not knowing or caring about them.
She was in sheer bliss, washing herself,
Thinking about her next meal.
She could even smell it.
She decided to see what
Her kittens wanted.
They were starving.
She’d neglected to feed them
Her warm milk.
She lay down to let
Her kittens feed.
While they lived on,
She died.

Annette Gibbings (Year 10)

KB. (Year 10)
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A ‘CHOOSE-YOUR-OWN-ADVENTURE-TYPE’
STORY
One day
There was a young boy
There was a young girl
This boy loved playing
who didn’t have a brass
football but...
razoo
he didn’t have one.
However...
she decided
He had lost it
she didn’t need one.
so he bought one
She didn’t really
want one
but then he found it
Anyway he practised an awful lot
Butthat’s only because she
and it paid off because his team
didn’t know what one was
always won
The young boy vowed to play football
Therefore she was unaware of
until the day he died,
what it was like with one.
she lived happily ever after
and he did.
THE END
Gabrielle Falls (Year 12)

THE LONER
To see her standing there,
Day after day Not knowing who to talk to or what to say.
She always looked downward,
and never dared speak.
She never made accusations or gave people cheek
She walked with a slight limp,
and had scars on her hands.
She had foreign habits and came from foreign lands.
People began making comments.
They started off as jeers.
They soon led to horrible remarks,
While the girl’s eyes filled with tears.
The girl was soon down-trodden and led to a frantic state,
Where she began to disbelieve and decided to abnegate.

UNVEILING THE NEW DAY. . .
As the sun lifts its veil of darkness
And rises to display itself above the earth,
The mist rises
Leaving behind the dew-covered ground;
Morning has broken.
Tire sun filters through the air
Making the dust particles visible,
Floating, waiting, till they drop down to earth.
Noon is near.
Tire sun rises above
Pounding its rays into the ground below.
Inside the earth is boiling red,
With an uncontrollable rage.
Tis afternoon.
Slowly, ever so slowly
Tire sun slides down to the west.
Taking its last glimpses of the earth,
Before next mom.
Then slowly and modestly the sun covers itself
with its veil,
And disappears below the horizon
Leaving a warm glow of satisfaction.

Vanessa Fayle (Year 12)

Once upon a time, fairly close to the murky depths of a
somewhat rather deep snow-filled crevice, near the really cute
pencil-case accidentally left there about 814 days ago, inside
a hamster-hole in the quite impressively . . . how can I put
it. . . big . . . Himalayan Mountains, an anchovy was in distress.
Needless to say, the hamster wasn’t - well, subconsciously
speaking he was, but being just a teensy, weensy bit dead,
mind processes such as that were a touch difficult. Which was
why, on an extraordinarily boring afternoon late in 1974, a little
girl sprained her ankle and did NOT cry
So the moral of this story is: If you ever, ever, never ever
come across a badly-disguised transsexual kangaroo, cough a
little, scream a little, lapse into a minor life-threatening coma,
even - just don’t order a pizza.

Louisa Pringle (Year 8)

Yien K Chin (Year 12)
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MEMORIES AND ASHES

CHLOROFLUOROCARBON SUNSET

How often we talk of the future.
Everything happens tomorrow.
When I grow old ...
I’ll do it some other time ...
Next year...
Then one day, one hour, one moment
There will be no after.
Can you imagine dying?
No time to do it tomorrow.
No time to do what you’ve always wanted to do.
No time to be what you’ve always wanted to be.
In fact, no time at all.
No! No!
Stop!
I don’t want to die.
No thoughts, no life, no me.
No nothing.
The smothering of a fire.
The glow of life, suffocating.
A flicker as it tries to fight,
But a hopeless battle.
Our fate is decided, it is too late.
All light gone, the warmth dying.
The ashes remain.
WE BEGIN HFE WITH NOTHING
AND LEAVE WITH NOTHING.
WE TAKE NOTHING WITH US
AND LEAVE NOTHING BEHIND.
WE ARE JUST MEMORIES
AND
ASHES.

The bright, harsh sun shines down.
We bask in it (ignorantly, willingly?) trying to absorb every
stray sunray that falls maliciously to the ground
yet we don’t know its effects.
Or do we?
Are we too clever for our own good?
Is the knowledge of this swirling hole,
this 8th wonder this growing gap in our ozone layer It is too much for our primitive brains?
Will we queue to watch it grow?
In our cancer-proof suits to protect ourselves from malignant tumours - festering,
peeling, bubbling skin?
Will there be a cure?
Or will we all rot - watching our chlorofluorocarbon
sunset?
Gobi Cohen (Year 10)

Elizabeth nomas (Year 11)

MORNING IN THE GARDEN
Dancing in the wind, the
gorgeous shine of the sun
catches the shimmering
leaves. Rays of sunshine
burst through the gaps
like they’d never seen
dark before.
Silky smooth is each
petal of the gracious
frangipani, strong but
subtle is the sweetness
of its smell. Delicate
is she in every way
The overpowering smell
of a gallant green shrub,
gently blowing in the wind.
Roughness of a poor old
leaf, lying there, soon to
die. Lush is the fresh
bom leaf with a sorrowful
end to live.
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CHILDREN’S TEARS

Alison Davies (Year 8)

When the planes came,
the world became an assassin
children, women fell
as the olive leaves fall from trees.
Tears fell from the eyes of the children,
the children lost their homes.
The world collapsed.
God and all authority vanished.
A piercing anger was released in the
hearts of children.
Fire! Death! Blood!!!
going to the ground with an expression
of pain on their faces.

rim. /

Reem. Nahl (Year 11)
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TO THE EDGE OF A
HITCHHIKER’S DWELLING

MYSTTRY
I was in the right place, right space,
To view the soul behind your face
But the time was wrong, it was not to be
So what could have been knowledge remained mystery
Twilight descends on inner mind’s sight.
Eyes in a pool of drowning thought
Dousing opalescent fire
To shadow immersed and light unsought.
Fantasy’s wings would take infinite flight
But memory’s net with iron frought
Contains the gems of the might-have-beens;
Imagination all for nought.
A glade, shaded, cool and dim
Surrounds the glass, your face wherein
The lines blur to ripples with the casting of a stone
Yet still you persist, amongst all I have known.
A fleeting glimpse, a frameless scene
A melody of endless night
Rainbows and moonbeams, a fading dream
of Saphire tears, wistful delight.
Sara Buttsworth (Year 12)

Here I lie.
like I did, in the way I
Remember.
Finding the thrill
To be
On the edge . ..
Keeping their thoughts receding
They know
She’s just another .. .
When they cover me over
And pull me away
And close my eyes forever.
The flashing lights and the
Burning rope, heard the hum
Of the madman’s engine
Here I lie.
Like I do.
On the mortuary slab.
Waiting again
On the edge ...
Here I lie.
Like I will.
Six foot under.
Like I am.
Here 1 lie.
Feel the hands and the
Prickly cold.
The rings of
Exploitation
Feel the salty tears am
Down
Down
Down
Six foot under.
To where I lie.
As I am.
Like I did.
Natalie Hamzah (Year 10)

NIGHT IN THE OUTBACK
Dust and sun and flies.
It’s what the outback’s made of.
Where the drovers drove
And the shearers shear
And the sun beats down like fire.
And when the sun goes down
There is silence all around
The boys come in.
Tire owls come out
To start their own night’s rounds.
Gazing upward to the night-time sky
I see them fly before the moon.
Their silhouettes so clear.
They search for prey
So silent they can’t hear.
Tire sun is slowly rising.
Tire morning clear and still.
To hide they go
Back to their hole
And jackaroos return again.

COUNTRY
Country is the life,
With all things sweet and nice.
The grass all green,
Lambs all growing.
The air is clean,
With rivers all flowing.
The birds all chirping,
And chooks all crowing.
Tractors out ploughing,
Ready to seed.
The flowers all bloom,
As the summer proceeds.
Michelle Bolt (Year 11)

Jane Ingram (Year 10)

COLD
A table round with settings square
soft music floats on restaurant air.
Water warbles from crystal jug
light chatter starts and pecks and hugs
are oft exchanged close to the door
which swings shut to keep the cold at bay the horrors of the street away
Outside a waif, desperately thin,
sniffs hungrily at the smells within
her stomach utters a pleading sigh
small, like rain from the Heavens high.
But deaf are the ladies at the settings square
with silver rinsed hearts to match their silver rinsed hair.
Mel. Whs? (Year 12)

After death there is no HELL HELL is trying to cope with life.
If you can survive as long as
you can thru’ this HELL,
then maybe - just maybe
you’ll have a chance of remaining
SANE.
Suzi Cockle (Year 12)
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COUNSELLORS’ REPORT
There have been more changes of personnel in the
Counselling Service this year. At the beginning of the year, Mrs.
Francesca Geogehan made way for the return of Mrs. Jill Lawson
(complete with bionic hip). Then, at the end of Semester I,
Ms. Georgina Rutter departed for interstate and overseas
challenges, and we welcomed Ms. Gloria Ross in her place.
Mrs. Sue Shaw, a post graduate student from Curtin University
has provided some valuable extra help while on placement
here during most of the year. Next year, Mrs. Karen Print returns
from maternity leave to make a team of three Counsellors.
The Counsellors’ work covers a very wide range, and the
amount of paper and people coming in and out of the office
is quite amazing. This year, with the help of Mrs. Deanne
Newman, we have set up some new filing systems and hope
that we may be able to improve the levels of tidiness and
efficiency, without losing the flexibility and responsiveness on
which we pride ourselves.
No day is ever predictable in the Counselling Service as
students, parents and staff are endlessly creative in providing
challenging questions, requests, difficulties and concerns.
Between meeting these various needs we must keep facing
the regular programmes of testing, information-distribution,
subject selection, career education, House Tutorial co-ordination,
Life-Skills and CORT Thinking. Meetings are another necessary
activity for all M.LC. staff!
Counsellors take a special interest in the Boarders. Jill Lawson
has served as Secretary of the Boarding House Parents’ Support
Group since its inception and, with the Chaplain, the Counsellors
are responsible for the Peer Support Programme in the Boarding
House. In-service workshops with Boarding House Staff are held
regularly
The Peer Support Camp is always a highlight of the
Counsellors’ year. Other very stimulating events have been
visiting speakers in the Year 10 Career Education Programme
and Year 12 Life Skills. This year we have been lucky to have
such speakers as actress Leith Taylor, TV Journalist Alison Fan,
architect Louise St. John Kennedy, textile designer Robyn McAleer
and many other women who have inspired us all with the
prospects of life after school.
Jill Lawson
Gloria Ross
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COUNSELLORS
G. Ross,J. Lawson.
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SPORT REPORT
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M.LC. is well renowned for its excellent reputation in all
forms of sport. This reputation has been slowly gained over
the years as a result of the eager girls and coaches working
together to maintain a high standard.
One must remember, however, that sport is not only for
the naturally talented girls. The diverse range of sporting activities
at M.LC. enables girls of all shapes, sizes and abilities to
participate in one way or another.
I myself, have gained so much more from school life by
participating in as many different sports as possible. It’s a great
opportunity to make friends and playing a sport also provided
a great feeling of self satisfaction and appreciation for the
marvellous abilities of the body.
I hope the future students of M.LC. will gain as much
satisfaction from sport as I did and hopefully they will co-operate
together to keep up M.LC.’s winning reputation.
Try a few different sports and remember:
“Variety is the spice of life”.
Nicole Wright (Sports Captain)

TENNIS - 1988

TENNIS

Back: B. Brown, D. Treu’tmack, A Court, S. Westlake. Front:
M Giannati, Y. Salleh, C. King, A Lindquist.

This year M.LC. did exceptionally well on the Tennis side
of things.
Believe it or not we pulled through and came out on top,
being the 1988 champion Tennis school. The Senior A and
C and Junior A, B and C teams all won their individual pennants.
This was an excellent effort and I’m sure with our up-andcoming Juniors, the winning streak will continue. There was
great sportsmanship and enthusiasm shown throughout the
season by everyone, which indicates that you can succeed and
enjoy yourself at the same time.
Thanks must go out to our coaches, Miss Whiting and Mrs.
Nixon who gave up their time to help us achieve our initial
goal.
Finally, congratulations to all the girls who participated in
teams of ’88. We couldn’t have won without you. Best of luck
for the future and keep up the fighting spirit.
Stacey Westlake
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VOLLEYBALL REPORT 1988
The P.E. uniform is rediscovered in the cupboard and white
sandshoes are retrieved from behind the couch. Yes, the
Volleyball season has come again! A new coach for the Seniors,
plus overwhelming talent promised a year of success. 'lire Juniors
as well were trained to perfection yet again by Mrs. Hughes
and ready to strike. Spirit was up and the other schools were
trembling. We were set to prove that M.LC. was a force to
be reckoned with in Volleyball.
The season was full of ups and downs. After a smashing
start, some teams suffered a mid-season slump, only to yet again
‘spike’ their way to victory Good results were achieved with
M.LC. finishing a creditable 4th and the Senior C team claiming
their pennant.
Thanks must go to Miss Belt and Mrs. Hughes for doing
a great job, as well as Linda Woo who coached the promising
Year 8 sides. I wish next year’s teams the best of luck and
hope they improve even more next season.
Rebecca Naim
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VOLLEYBALL

Back: N. Kent, T. Langmead, N. Wright. Front: L. Woo, R Naim,
Mrs. L. Hughes, J. Rodjardson,J. Feutrill.

DIVING REPORT - 1988
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7.00 a.m. in the crisp summer mornings, one may have noted
and even commented on the courageous many who leapt
fearlessly from the heights, endeavouring, and succeeding more
often than not, to land gracefully on one’s head.
Training began during the Christmas holidays, with David
Higbee giving new inspiration to diving efforts of the School.
David, being a much respected diver in Australia, was a great
help to us all.
The Inter-House Diving Competition held on 1st March, was
held in the new Superdrome complex in Mt. Claremont A
number of the girls in the I.S. team then competed in the
State School Girls’ Diving with the team coming third overall.
The 25th March was the day of the I.G.SA Inter-School Comp
and the M.LC. team dived well, coming fourth overall. Year
9’s came runner-up to their pennant and the Year ll’s also
were ainners-up.
The standard was good with a good turn out from all schools.
Diving has become more popular over the last few years and
M.L.C. has been no exception!
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Suzie Grainger andJane Galbraith
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SWIMMING TEAM

Front: M. Hansen, A Fraser, S. Salleh, K Kelers, P. Wadsworth, A Masters, J. FeutriU, J. Galvin. 2nd row: J. Vandongen,
G. Stoyanoff, Y. Salleh, L. Ellis, N. Reed, S. Grainger, M. Howells, L. Wrixon, O. Sicouri, A Gilllespie, J. Murray,
F Goodridge. 3rd row: R. Hunt, L. O'Brien, L. Hunphry S. O’Connell, A Gaynor, V. Fayle, H Bruton, R. Randell,
B. Tough, A Lindquist, A Beeston, J. O’Connell, K Dalzell, F. Paterson. 4th row: J. Wishaw, B. Davies, A Foster,
L. Watson, J. Harvey, J. Allen, I. Mepham, J. Winning K Sands, P. Wodovich, N. Garde, K Roberts, T. Hamzah,
K Tomich. Back row: E. Risinger, C. Roper, R Hudson, W Wong R. Meyers, K Neuman, L. Read, K Williams,
J. Girdlestone, T. Hunter, I. Mansell, I. Bolto, S. McCoubrie, H. Oswald, S. Blair.
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M.L.C. BASKETBALL REPORT ’88
M.LC. Basketball in 1988 was very eventful on both the InterHouse and Inter-School levels.
In House Basketball Troy ended up victors in the overall
competition followed by Corinth.
Inter-School Basketball really picked up this year and there’s
some outstanding evidence for a good future for M.LC. Basketball
with the ’fear 8As’ fantastic achievement in gaining the pennant
for the competition and the 3 Junior teams coming in 2nd
and 3rd place. Seniors this year seemed to have improved but
in the games we missed out on the points side of things, bringing
us into 6th place in both the A’s and B’s. However Senior C
played very well and gained 2nd place.
M.LC. owes it’s fantastic achievement to the sports staff and
the determination, energy and effort of the players, and many
thanks goes to the skill and expertise of the new coach Wayne
Simmons who taught us all so much in such' a short time,
and really showed us how to play Basketball.
On the whole M.LC. Basketball was enjoyed by all in 1988
and vastly improved as we came 4th in Basketball with St. Hilda’s
as champion school.
Caroline Twist
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BASKETBALL

Back: K Samuel, G. Falls, M. Giannati, L. Shepherd,
Front: N Hill, J. Murray, C. Twist (Capt), A Gillespie, T. Bennett.

HOCKEY REPORT
Inter-School

1988 has once again been a very successful year for Hockey
at M.LC. Although we didn’t finish as champion school, we
gained 2nd place with St. Mary’s winning. A nigh standard of
competition was displayed with all team members giving 100%
participation. Unfortunately, the Senior A missed out by 1 point
on winning their pennant but the Junior C and D teams both
won theirs convincingly. It has been an enjoyable season and
one which many will remember. Let’s try and go one better
next year and claim the shield.
Inter-House

This year the results of the Inter-House Hockey were most
interesting.
Finishing in first place were Corinth, Olympia and Sparta
with 29 points, followed closely behind by Troy on 25. 5th
and 6th places were gained by Athens (191 and Rome (17).
Obviously, the competition was very even and some good
matches resulted from this.
Even though all competitors weren’t brilliant, they were still
able to give it their best shot by participating and looking as
if they knew what they were doing.

HOCKEY

Stacey Westlake

Back: L. Woo, R Naim, F. Hall, S. Grainger, J. AUnutt, 1. Mepham,
K Munro. Front: K Kelers, A Masters, S. Westlake, A Pipe, E.
Thomas.

Miss Wadsworth would like to thank Stacey for coaching the
Year 8 team - great effort!
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NETBALL REPORT
Once again M.LC. had a very successful season in the Netball
by taking second place overall, only four points behind St. Mary’s.
The depth of talent within the 12 teams was excellent and
all girls were eager to outshine their opponents.
The success of the teams would not have been possible
without the time and enthusiasm of the coaches, Mrs. Hughes
who took the Seniors, Miss Wadsworth and Miss Durrant who
took the Juniors and Mrs. Mansell who coached the Year 8’s.
M.LC. won the Senior A, B, A and D, the Junior B and F
and Year 8 A pennants. The Senior D drew for first. Many of
the remaining teams were second.
Congratulations to all girls.
N. Wright
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NETBALL

Back: P. Scott, J. FeutriU, L. Hughes, C. Heath. Front: M. Gianatti,
N. Wright, D. Trewenack.
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INTER-SCHOOL CROSS
COUNTRY REPORT
Once again, M.LC. performed very well
in the Inter-School Cross Country
Strong performances by many M.LC. girls
were seen and the depth of talent in each
year team resulted in M.LC. finishing second
with 381 points. St. Hilda's were the victors
with 367 points and St. Mary’s third with 394
points. There were six runners per year group
per school and the top 5 places per school
were counted, resulting in the lowest score
winning.
The Year 8 team finished fourth (106
points); Yvette Caruso came 6th and Alana
Foster 21st. The Year 9 team won their
pennant (50 points); Robyn Cail finished 4th,
Ingrid Mansell 5th, Melinda Andrews 8th and
Katherine Williams 10th. The Year 10 team
also won their pennant; Kylie McGregor
came 2nd, Adrienne Mansell 9th and Annette
Gibbings 10th. The Year 11 team led by
Camilla King 1st and Julia Feutrill 11th
finished 4th (74 points). And in Year 12, M.LC.
finished 4th (101 points), Samantha Beer
came 6th and Issahna Bolto 18th.
Many thanks go to Mr. Stanton for the hours
he has dedicated to the team. His coaching
made these successes possible.
Samantha Beer
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INTERSCHOOL SOFTBALL REPORT
Once again MLC is very strong in all age groups and is
expected to win the shield.
Many thanks are due to Miss Wadsworth, Mrs Hughes, Miss
Durrant and Miss Clarkson for the very thorough training over
the past ten weeks.
Whatever the ultimate result of the Softball season, all team
members can be very proud of their efforts.
Jill Winning (Capt.)

SOFTBALL
Back: N. Bland, M. Bush, G. Stoyanoff, N. Jenkins. Front J. Feutrill,
J. Winning (Capt), R Hunt, L. Scott.
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ATHLETICS
Once again MLC romped home to win the Dunklings Trophy,
this time for the seventh consecutive victory, and I think the
question that the other schools are asking is “How long can
this go on?” The “simply undefeatable” PLC team were out
to narrow the 8.5 point margin that we gained on them last
year, but our very strong and highly motivated team extended
the winning margin to 89-5 points.
It turned out to be a magnificent day, with outstanding
performances in both track and field event. The Year Nines
and Year Eleven and Twelves took out their Year Trophies
convincingly, and the Yfear Eights showed Mr. Stanton that they
were not as la2y as the thought by gaining third place, only
4 points behind the winner, St. Mary’s.
Many thanks are forwarded to Miss Wadsworth and Mr. Stanton,
for the time and energy they have put into coaching the throwers
and runners, jumpers and hurdlers respectively
The interhouse athletics saw Rome take the winning place
again, with the individual placings as follows:
Year 8
1st place
"Yvette Caruso
Kirsty Duane
2nd place
3rd place
Annika Bowey
Year 9
1st place
Danielle Greene
2nd place
Lindsay Toms
3rd place
Katherine Williams
Year 10
1st place
Caroline Johnston
2nd place
Ainsley Harvey
3rd place
Yolande Caruso
Year 11/12
1st place
Rachael Crabb
2nd place
Nicole Wright
3rd place
Anthea Masters
Rachael Crabb
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ROWING REPORT
After a slow and shaky start the M.LC. rowing team gained
momentum and began serious training in 3rd term. All team
members became proficient at stumbling down the C.C.G.S.
steps in what seemed like the middle of the night but was
actually 6 am., and almost everyone mastered the slippery
launching ramp as well. Despite a few other disadvantages, like
river rats and jellyfish, the morning training sessions went well,
especially when followed by a ‘Boarders’ Breakfast’ (many thanks
to the kitchen staff).
The loan of C.C.G.S. equipment was much appreciated and
the First Four was lucky enough to use a new racing shell
which M.LC. had purchased last year in conjunction with the
Western Australian Institute of Sport. This boat, combined with
effort and enthusiasm from all girls helped the First Four to
win the State Schoolgirl Championships convincingly from St.
Flilda’s and Perth College. Many thanks to the coaches and
Mrs. Clark and Ms. Fletcher, our dedicated coordinators. With
this season behind us, all girls are looking forward to rowing
in the Nationals which are being held at Wellington Dam in
March 1989Mix Clark

CRICKET
It started off being a great season. We have started off on
a winning streak and I hope we keep it up.
We have a good team, so we should be able to win a lot
of our games that we are going to play.
I would like to thank Mrs. Nixon for putting in her spare
time and effort, in helping the side to improve.
I also would like to thank our coach Tim for showing us
the basics and being right behind us all the way
We also send thanks to the parents and friends for helping
us get to and from all the games — without them we couldn’t
play our matches.
Nicole Bland
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BOARDING HOUSE REPORT
As old friends are re-united and new friends made, the year
of 1988 began.
To make the new girls more welcome, the first weekend
was a closed one which started with an infonnal inter-boarding
house swimming carnival, won convincingly by Burnside for
the second consecutive year with Wesley second, Walton third
and then Langsford.
Following tradition the Sunday evening was taken up by a
new girls’ conceit which turned out to be rather colourful. All
girls participated fully
Next on the agenda were the Burnside and Langsford camps
held at Moore River. Many people found that they could noteat
stew again after these weekends. Later, in second term, Walton
went to Myalup near Harvey. All three camps were organised
by Ms. Fletcher and many other staff members.
1988 saw Wesley acquiring new grey and red bathrooms.
Automatic hand dryers were installed in all houses. The only
inconvenience of this is that they are a bit small and gii'ls find
it hard to dry their faces after cleaning their teeth.
The dining room was also equipped with new furniture (yes,
the chairs are scotch guarded) and so far they have withstood
the traumas of boarding life.
As always the social life of boarders was funfilled with activities
such as socials, ice-skating, going to the Moscow Circus and
a coffee and conversation night with Aquinas, as well as special
treats like going to see the magnificant Torvill and Dean and
going to Adventure World.
The year for the Year 12’s has been full of excitement with
the year 12 Ball and the Maledictory Dinner which as usual
was a night of both laughter and tears.
All eyes were glued to the television during the Olympics
in the hope to catch a glimpse of Mr. Freitag who was the
assistant coach of the Australian women’s hockey team.
Once again boarders have lived up to their reputation as
being great sports people with great results in the Inter-School
swimming, athletics and other sports.
Sadly, the year of 1988 has come toan end and we would
like to extend all the happiness to the girls for next year and
best of luck to the new heads of houses.
Remember, the school years are the best years of your life,
ENJOY!
Jenny Campbell, AmandaJoiner, Stacey Westlake, Helen Heinrich
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BURNSIDE HOUSE
(Lto r): Sally Hasson, Mrs. Stafford, Stacey Westlake.

LANGSFORD HOUSE
(L to r): Tarita Crane, Mrs. Freitag Amanda Joiner.
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WESLEY HOUSE
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WALTON HOUSE

(L to r): Jenny Campbell, Mrs. Walsh, Narelle Kent.

(L to r): Anne Dawson, Mrs. Anderson, Helen Heinrich.
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CHAPLAIN’S REPORT
It is a pleasure once again, to write this report on some
of the special areas which are the responsibility of the Chaplain.
I have now been at the School long enough to begin to be
accepted by both staff and girls. This, of course, makes my
work more effective.
M.L.C. AID WEEK
Mrs. Ridsdill-Smith, together with our Social Service Prefects,
Joanne Richardson and Michelle Ash and assisted by many willing
workers among both staff and students, ensured the success
of oiur project. $2,300 was raised to support the building of
a girls’ hostel at the Gandaki School in Nepal. The girls responded
very well to the support of other girls less privileged in
educational opportunities. There is no doubt that Aid Week
has now become a regular feature of our Social Service
Programme.
Of course, in addition to this splendid effort, each year group
has selected its own Social Service Project and much work
has been done to suppoit a variety of needy causes.
BOARDERS’ CHAPEL
Following a survey of the boarders at the end of last year,
it was decided to change the time of Boarders’ Chapel from
Sunday evening to nine-o-clock on Sunday morning. This has
proved to be a very wise decision. Boarders’ Chapel has
continued to improve and although in winter it is difficult to
get up on a Sunday morning, the change of time has made
Chapel much more acceptable.
FELLOWSHIP
The Fellowship Group continues to meet for lunch in my
office each week. The regular involvement of Mr. Ireland has
stirred some interesting discussions. Tire highlight of the year
was of course our camp at Faversham House, York. Much hilarity
little sleep and good fellowship cemented some old friendships
and made some new ones.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
The Religious Education course continues to meet with much
the same mixed reception as always. The strong Biblical basis
in the Middle School, however, will ensure that our girls grow
up with some understanding of the backgroiund of our own
culture. In Senior years an understanding of some of the major
world religions will, we hope, provide a bqasis for appreciating
some of the breadth of our very multicultural society
CHAPEL
The Chapel continues to play an important part in the whole
life of the School. Both students and Staff can find there the
opportunity to reflect on the meaning of their lives, and give
thanks to God.
I pray that M.LC. will continue to challenge all the members
of the School community to the living of lives which find their
fulfilment in the pursuit of justice and truth and in the Service
of God’s world.
Lindsay Purdie
■K
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
‘QUIET - thank you.’ This year’s S.R.C. started quite chaoticly,
but gradually became more effective through the year! Many
ideas were put forward by representatives from various years,
but unfortunately not every idea was put into motion
immediately.
Our first major task was to try and convince the rest of the
school (including some staff), that white sandshoes should be
introduced and made compulsory. This was successfully
achieved, and was a great relief to many students who found
it extremely difficult to wear black sandshoes.
Along with the sandshoes came the controversy of bell times.
Almost 100% of the school community found it impossible to
reach each class in the 2 minutes that the bells tdlowed us.
The bell times were soon changed back to the previous 5
minutes between classes.
Other achievements of the S.R.C. body were to have shower
curtains installed in the P.E. showers, exhaust fans in the Sumner
House toilet blocks, and it was put forward that gymnastics
be re-introduced as a sport. See, anything's possible if you
try - well, almost anything!
I would like here to say congratulations and thank you to
Linda Woo for being such a successful Chairwoman. Also, best
of luck to next year’s School Council.
Vanessa Fayle, Secret Diary
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BARCLAY BICENTENNIAL BRIEFS

Bicentennial year and enabled us to appreciate the significance
of our 200th birthday As a class we had a wonderful experience
of Woodbury Boston camp where we concentrated on
developing co-operation and tolerance. We discovered the
beauty of our natural environment and learnt respect for our
flora and fauna and the need to conserve our heritage for future
generations.

YEAR ONE

When we think about the Bicentennial, we think about the
tall ships in Fremantle Harbour, the fireworks on the river and
Australia’s colours of green and gold.
YEAR TWO

Bicentennial means - Tall ships came to Australia from England.
Prince Charles and Princess Diana came to Sydney and there
were special fireworks in Perth and on Sydney Harbour. We
received a special medal and Australia now has a new $2 coin
with an aborigine and the Southern Cross on it.

YEAR SEX D

As part of our Bicentennial celebrations we have written to
a class at Ravenswood School in Sydney and established pen
pals across the other side of Australia. We have also designed
stamps which depict some aspects of the First Fleet and where
they stopped on their way to Australia. These we have joined
together to make an attractive frieze.
Our class project for our School Birthday Fair was to make
marmalade using a recipe which dated back to the days of
our early settlers.

YEAR THREE

The Bicentennial is fun because we celebrate Australia's birthday
. . . 200 years since the ships arrived in New South Wales.
Australia’s colours are green and gold.
The Government gave us medals, to remind us of the
Bicentennial. Our class went to Woodbridge National Trust Estate
at Guildford and learnt about old houses and what it was like
in early Australia.
Our concert item was about when the convicts came to Australia.

YEAR SEVEN M

Some events which caught our eye across the nation were Expo
’88, the Great Camel Race, the Great Hot Air Balloon Race,
the visit from Her Majesty the Queen and the opening of
Parliament House in Canberra.
Within our class, discussions have centred around the re
enactment of the First Fleet, Aboriginal land protests, Beacons
Around Australia, and what the next 200 years holds for us.
We have compiled a Bicentennial file in which we can retain
our Bicentennial medallions.
Preparing for our Birthday Fair was a tearful experience, as we
peeled and prepared pickled onions for many weeks.
We feel we have accomplished a great deal this year, both
as a class of Year Sevens and as individuals.

YEAR FOUR

Australia's Bicentennial has meant an action-packed 366 days.
Some highlights in our minds have been the Tall Ships and
First Fleet arrivals in Sydney on Australia Day; the Queen visiting
Canberra to open the new Parliament House; Expo '88 in
Brisbane; the travelling Bicentennial Exhibition we visited at
Langley Park; the distribution of commemorative coins to us
by the Australian and Western Australian governments, and the
special stamp and coin issues made throughout the year. We
are all very proud to join together and wish Australia, a very
happy 200th birthday: and wish her many coming happy
prosperous years.

YEAR SEVEN D

As we reflect on our country’s Bicentennial year we ask, “Was
it worthwhile?” What were the gains and the losses? Our
memories of glittering events will linger awhile and tangible
coins and souvenirs will remind us of a year of history, 1988,
a nation celebrating . . . The world is more aware of Australia
... Tire First Fleet, Crocodile Dundee II, John Sanders, Aboriginal
deaths in custody and our koalas are dying ... We have been
drawn together as a people, as one nation ... the Bicentennial
Road Project, a myriad of races over the land, and calls for
a slow down of Asian immigration ... We remember a Royal
baby, the 8/8/88, “The Endeavour” and possible peace between
fran and Iraq. Our Bicentennial may appear to be a paradox
in many ways ... but we will always remember.

YEAR FIVE

We thoroughly enjoyed our excursion to the Bicentennial
Exhibition at Langley Park We visited many different areas and
we learned a great deal about Australia. John Sanders’ boat was
on display and we were also able to see a miniature version
of Captain Cook's boat. The films of Ayres Rock, The Great
Barrier Reef and other famous Australian places were very
interesting and although it was a rainy day, we gained a great
deal from the outing.
YEAR SIX C

Our Social Studies topic “Discovery and Settlement of Australia”
provided us with the background and history for our

iW :
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NANA AND THE DINOSAURS

THE SWINGING BRIDGE

When Nana went to Broome she saw lots of Dinosaur
footprints and one of the footprints turned into a big Dinosaur.
Then all the footprints turned into Dinosaurs. But Nana was
not afraid. She had a ride on one. She liked it so much that
she put up a tent and lived there. Everyday she had a ride
on 799 Dinosaurs.
One day she was having a lot of fun and she forgot she
had to go home.
Everyday she forgot to go home so she lived there forever.

If you cross the swinging bridge,
You might end up on the ridge.
Maybe you’ll cross it everyday
And end up saying, “Hey!”
“What if I fell off,
Then I’d probably cough.”
Not that it’s likely
‘Cause there’s bars for safety
Tbu’ve reached the end,
“Yihoo!” you yell but suddenly it takes a bend.
You slowly creep round the bend
where you though it was an end.
A break in the bridge!
“Alas, Alack!”
“Now I have to go back.”
You turn around
And find that the ground
Is no where to be found.

Jodie (Year 2)

Emma Green (Year 4)

ON THE WAY TO YORK CAMP
We all went to camp on Wednesday, 12.30
Everyone was clean and nobody was dirty
All of us piled in the bus,
Lovely and neatly without any fuss.
Leaving was done quite quickly
We zoomed down Stirling Highway in a click,
Everyone started singing songs,
Not anyone needed Mrs. Vernon’s gongs.
Today was the day we were going on camp.
Today nobody was sick with a cold or a cramp.
“Over there, there is a farm.”
Cried Jenella,
“And there is a lady with an umbrella.
Many farms we saw.
People were a common sight. We saw more and more.
Ineke Angela Woodhill (Year 4)

SPRINTING: great fun,
SPRINTING: it’s for everyone!
Sprinters trying to do their best all the time. They are in training
to spring. Sometimes even the sprinters trip over on the track
but only occasionally they do that. As the sprinters get ready
for their challenge the starter takes his place. When the sprinters
hear the loud BANG they sprint off.
Julie Cheng (Year 4)

THE GLUTTON!!
Oh Molly, Molly, Molly,
I’ve eaten too much pie,
I’ve drunken too much cognac,
I probably will cry!
Just one more plate of cream ice,
Before I pass away
Another plate of yummy rice,
And then no more I say!
Perhaps just one more apple,
And one more lollipop,
A small bowl of spaghetti,
And then I’ll have to stop!
So now one single more “good-bye”!
And one more slice of ham,
And now I’m gonna die, “good-bye”,
But first some bread and jam!
So now no more “hello”, no more,
But pass some stilton cheese,
And as I slowly “go upstairs”,
Just one more dinner, please!!

LOST IN THE DARK
The shadows dance on the ghostly trees.
The dewy grass brushes my knees.
The moon is a crest as thin as glass.
The bright stars sparkle as I pass.
I’m lost in the woods with nowhere to go.
No warm safe house or cellar below.
The biting wind is deadly cold.
Just a little while longer, I must stay bold.
My pace grows slower with every step.
My eyelids grow heavy, I need to rest.
Please let me out of this dark, dark maze.
I need some light in this horrible daze.
But what is that just through the trees?
The sun is rising, I shout with glee.
I sprint ahead just skimming the grass
The end of this horrible darkness at last.

Merle Klinger (Year 7D)

Meredith Clark (Year 7)
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MYSELF

SUNSET

I think .. .
Travelling is sensational,
with a lovely blue sky
Gardening is enjoyable,
with bright golden sunlight.
Drawing grows taller,
with lots of imagination.
Reading is continuous,
with many good books.
Rabbits are cute,
with extremely soft fur.
Fruits are delicious,
with creamy ice-cream.
Flowers are beautiful,
with soft scented petals.
Music is delightful,
with notes floating in the air.
And cupcakes, kites and ribbons,
are all pleasant things.
But one think I also like,
Is when a bird sings!

As I climbed the wooden stairs of our cosy little chalet, I
noticed the most beautiful thing I have ever seen - a sunset
gleaming down on the snow capped mountains making the
snow look like precious diamonds. The colours were fantastic,
yellow, orange, gold, silver, purple, light pink, dark pink and
thousands more. I thought my eyes were playing tricks on me.
The shimmery ripply water was humming with hungry trout
and the reflection of the sunset was like pearls on an enormous
pearl necklace. I felt like climbing the snowy white ice-cream
mountain to grab the sunset and take it and play with it on
my little wooden bed. Finally my Mother called for me to get
into bed. So I snuggled up and pulled the blanket up.
Finally I went to sleep. Can you guess what I dreamt of?
Clare R (Year 5)

MY CAT
My cat licks me a lot and jumps up on me. It sleeps with
me too sometimes. He scratches me sometimes. I love him
but sometimes he cries. He sleeps in a basket too. He eats
Whiskers and eats out of a picnic dish and a blue dish and
he eats fish too. Sometime he eats chips. He is great.

Jean Lee (Year 7M)

Emma (Year 2)

PLEASANT MEMORIES
AUSTRALIA!

I was walking through the woods on a dismal, cloudy day,
When I heard a tiny tinkle, so I turned round straight away,
Among the swaying bluebells, where the air so oh, so cool,
1 spied a fairy cluster, in a ring of grey toadstools.
The fairy queen was sitting on a throne of velvet moss,
With a dress of pale pink silk on, spun with silkworms’ fragile
floss.
On her lustrous, flaxen hair, sat a silver coronet,
And beside her sat a butterfly, her own exquisite pet.
Around her folk were dancing, it was such a sight to see,
A bunch of happy fairy folk, dancing merrily.
An old, fat fairy man stood up, and polkaed round the ring,
Everybody clapped and then they all began to sing.
The sound of fairy music floated through the frosty air,
I turned away - I looked again - my fairies were not there!
I ran around the forest, I was searching high and low,
And I looked in the kind of places that a fairy likes to go,
I looked again at the fairy ring among the fallen leaves,
But all that was left was some trampled grass and pleasant
memories.

Across the land jumps Kangaroo,
United States is not as new,
So come out Aussies it is so free,
To be so lucky it cannot be,
Rosella Parrots they fly so high,
Always gliding I don’t know why,
Living here is so much fun,
I don’t know where it all began,
All animals, flowers too are so special to be with
you.
Katherine Morien (Year 4)

Rain is awful, rain is yuck
Rain is like bits of muck,
Coming down from the sky,
Bits of it falling in my eye.
Alexandra Carroll (Year 3)

Lucy Rigden (Year 7D)

THE DEFEAT OF THEMONSTERS AT NIGHT
“Go to bed, dear.
It’s late, it’s after half past eight.”
Their voice slowly rises to a shout.
But when they turn off the light,
It’s then the monsters come out!
As you slither into bed,
the gruesome monsters shriek
You slowly feel their hot breath
Creeping down your neck Eek!
What’s that in the closet?
What’s hiding under the bed?
You hide under the bedclothes
And quickly bury your head.
The clock chimes twelve,
And you hear a scream.
You mysteriously wonder,
“Is this all a dream?”
You pinch yourself hard.
You’re hit by a beam.
But suddenly you wake up.
It is all a dream.
Vanessa Honey (Year 7)
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AUSTRALIA

THE FOUR BEARS AND GOLDILOCKS

200 years of hard work, that’s what we celebrate,
Creating a new nation, in nineteen eighty-eight.
Large, drought-stricken deserts, a blue translucent sea,
They’re all important things that make our own unique country
We’ve our distinctive animals: the hopping kangaroo,
Koalas, and the platypus, just to name a few.
We have numerous stories, awaiting to be tole,
Of Gum Nut Babies, Blinky Bill and bushrangers of old.
The songs and dances of our land are different from the rest,
They tell of wanderong swagmen, and Australia at its best.
NowVegemite and Lamingtons are great Australian food,
And a sizzling, smoky barbecue is Aussie through and through.
Keep building up Australia, through heartbreak and through

Once there lived four Bears. One day a little girl named
Goldilocks came with her little sister into the woods. She peeped
through the window and saw them watching TV All of a sudden,
the two baby Bears looked at her. Goldy ran and ran and kept
running with her baby sister. Soon they met their mother in
the woods. The baby boy and girl bears ran after Goldy She
asked her mother if they could go and play with them. Her
mother said they could. They all went back They played and
played and kept playing. When mother came she said that her
daughter could stay the night and so could her baby sister.
Goldilocks was happy
Kimberley (Year 2)

THUNDERHEAD!!

joy,

Creating a better land for every girl and boy
200 years to hard work, that’s what we celebrate,
Creating a new nation, in nineteen eighty-eight.

Once I rode a beautiful horse,
THUNDERHEAD, a black stallion of course!
Over hills, across valleys we galloped array,
Right through the night and into the day!
A wild thunderstorm suddenly came,
But Thunderhead really lived up to his name!
He reared up high, with my face in his mane,
And raced like the wind across the plain!
Back to the stables, so warm and safe,
I knew I could give him my love and faith!

Lucy Ridgen (Year 7D)

A VAMPIRE’S DAILY TIMETABLE
11.59
12.00
12.30
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

Prepare to wake up.
Wake up.
Eat Bloodfast - Veet-Bix and Blood.
Watch television “The Midnight Show with Drac
Martin”.
Change into bat and fly off to local pub and
havea few Bloody Mary’s.
Go and terrorize a few blood banks.
Fly home and watch “The Bat Bunch”.
Cook dinner - Blood and Human Kidneys.
Go to coffin and sleep through the day.

Merle Klinger (Year 7D)

Geraldine K/oong (Year 6D)

RAIN
I love rain.
It fells on the window frame.
I like it.
It is a bit naughty
In case you had been wondering, it was raining today.
It was a bit of a pain.
It bashes on the window frame.
A bash of thunder.
A brush of thunder.
I saw some lightning.
I guess you would have too.
Adele Winteridge (Year 3)

ONCE A MOUNTAIN MORNING
It was a fresh morning in the mountains and the sun was
just starting to creep over the tall, majestic peaks. The crystal
clear air was all around and the dew was spread along the
grass in tiny droplets like a thin carpet of jewels. The webs
glistened daintily as the blades of sun lightly fingered them.
The currawongs burst into tune and the sulphur crested
cockatoos and the gangs screeched their early morning greetings
whilst the rosellas, king parrots and yellow tailed black cockatoos
crack at the gumnuts. In the house, people are just starting
to wake up and the boarders go to Chapel. As I get out of
bed, I notice how half the garden is dark (from the shade
of the eucalypts and the blackwoods) and the other half sunny
I also notice the greedy bowerbird pecking at the strawberries!
Mum won’t be too pleased about that! As I look again I notice
the sun is higher in the sky I have breakfast and rush outside.
The stone steps are cold and the green moss sticks to them
like glue.
It’s a beautiful day!

Australia a country proud and grand,
Surrounded by ocean and soft-white sand,
From deserts to grassland and hot summer nights,
Our land is full of bounty and delights.
The future holds many joys and fears.
Some may be sad and even move us to tears.
Yet hopefully we will help each other,
And unite together as sister and brother.
We will not look back at our rights and our wrongs,
But look to the future with visions firm and strong.
What ever the future holds for us,
We will always remember,
We are Australian’s young and free,
And that’s one thing we will always be.

CassieMadin (Year 5)

Varitha Rajerdhiran (Year 7D)

AUSTRALIA
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EXCERPT FROM “KULOG THE BRAVE”

CELERY

Reaching the forest, there he stood.
Under the trees in the dark woods.
Night comes and he hears something.
It grows louder, something is hissing.
And there it appears
Right in front of his eyes
Moves a giant snake,
With gleaming eyes.
Kulog stands lost.
He doesn’t know what to say
And under the moonlight
He begins to pray...
Yvette Lao (Year 7M)

Green and curved
Hard, smooth, stringy
Fills my mouth with juice.
Healthy to munch on.
Roslina Maddox (Year 6D)
Once when we were at school there was rain.
And everybody lost their brain!
Drops looked like grain.
There was lightning,
And that was frightening.
There also was thunder,
It made me wonder.
First there was a growl,
Followed by a howl.
I am sure if somebody was out there they’d need
a towel!
Shaila Moodley (Year 3)

BELOW DECK
The crew’s above deck,
Below board is a wreck.
I only committed a petty crime,
To feed the family of mine.
All I stole was a loaf of bread.
I’m in the hold and my mates are dead.
Everyone’s scared of Captain Murphy,
And I have already caught scurvy
We will land in Terra Australis in a day,
And I will be punished, in many a way
Rebecca Russell (Year 5)

WINTER
Wind is howling
In the trees.
Night time comes and
Thunder nears.
Everyone snug and tight.
Rain pours and winds bite.
Angela Rule (Year 7M)

COMING TO AUSTRALIA
The ships are coming from England.
Masts are tall.
The sails are out,
To Australia with no doubt.
The prisoners don’t fail to cry
For in Australia they will die.
Months and months they’ve sailed the sea.
They look upset if you ask me.
The waves are high.
The whip goes ‘CRACK’.
Tire Captain shouts,
Food they lack!
T. A Eilon (Year 5)

The rain started a long time before;
There was rain on the floor.
All the trees blowing and water on the ground,
It made a booming sound.
It was fun .. .
There was no sun,
A lot of people thought it was fun.
It was lightning,
And this is frightening.
Catherine Finch (Year 3)

ALPHABET POEM
Antelopes amble aimlessly
Bears bite boisterously
Cockatoos chirp contentedly
Dogs dribble dirtily
Elephants eat everything
Flies flit freely
Goats gobble greedily
Hyenas howl hideously
Insects investigate intensely
Joeys jump joyfully
Kangaroos kick knowingly
Lions lick lovingly
Monkeys meddle mischieviously
Numbats nibble nervously
Owls oggle obviously
Possums pounce playfully
Quails quiver quickly
Rabbits race ridiculously
Snakes slither smoothly
Toads titter teasingly
Unicorns uproot unanimously
Mtmpires vanish voluntarily
Wombats waddle warily
Tfrks yell youthfully
Zebras zigzag zanily
JoAnne Leung Jenny Ng
Danika Mullins (Year 6)
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PARENTS’ & FRIENDS’ ASSOCIATION REPORT

OLD GIRLS’ ASSOCIATION

It gives me pleasure to present a report for 1988 for publication
in the Collegian.
The P & F. exists, of course, to provide a means whereby
parents and friends of the School can act collectively to advance
the best interests of students.
Means of achieving this are many and varied but essentially
fall into two categories, namely:
* providing opportunities, both social and serious, for parents
and friends to become involved in the affairs of the School.
* becoming involved in the raising of funds which can be
spent directly to benefit teaching programmes and student
services.
1988 has seen the R & F. conduct the traditional Sundowner,
a Chinese Banquet evening and the Fair, all of which provided
the opportunity for parents to enjoy themselves in social settings
- the Fair, of course, had the added Junction of being a major
fund raising venture.
The R & F. has expended some $40,000 for 1988 (excluding
Fair funds). $30,000 has been spent directly on teaching
programmes and $10,000 has been spent on the Clothing
Exchange.
On behalf of all parents, I would like to express thanks to
a number of people as follows:
* volunteer workers and the paid staff of the Canteen and
Clothing Exchange.
* all those, particularly conveners, involved in the conduct
of the Fair.
* the School staff who have worked so closely and co
operatively with the Committee.
* Committee members for 1988.
Before closing, I have two requests of each P. & F. member.
They are these:
* as part of the community service aspect of your life, why
not devote two years of your time as an M.LC. parent to
involvement in the P. & F.?
* Please commit yourself to financial support ofthe fund raising
campaign to provide for our new School Assembly Hall.
Finally, I wish all members of the School community a Happy
Christmas and look forward to what promises to be an eventfii
New Year in 1989.
John FeutriU, President.

1988 has been a significant year for both M.LC. and the
Old Girls’ Association.
Of greatest significance is the 80th birthday of the School
and the Old Girls’ Association has been proud to help celebrate
this.
The most important event for us was the Birthday Ball held
in May at the Hyatt Regency Hotel. Planning for this commenced
last year when our past President, Diane Michael put forward
the idea of having Jackie Love (Immelman) perform at a cabaret
style function. We finally decided on a Ball and approached
both Jackie and the M.LC. Big Band (under the leadership
of Kim Harrison) to see if they could “put it together”. They
did and the outcome was a most successful event on May 20
when our Patron, Dr. Hadley and Mrs. Hadley, Old Girls and
other members of the School Community shared a very special
evening with Jackie and danced to the music of the Big Band
followed by the 2001.
This year has also been exciting for the Committee as we
moved into our new premises - a tastefully decorated room
to the left of the main entrance. We are presently planning
for this room, establishing our archives which are expanding
and hoping to acquire arts works of our members.
On August 19th, the School held its Open Day and with
the help and planning of Sally Luttrell, the School’s Development
Officer, we invited our pre-1925 leavers for afternoon tea. The
Committee enjoyed the time spent with these special members,
discussing the M.LC. of the past and the present. We felt this
had been a most enjoyable occasion for all.
The Committee ofthe Association is responsible for organising
social occasions, building up our archives, contributing and
sending out the College News and ensuring the continuation
of our Scholarships. Much time is willingly given to ensure
that the welfare of our members and school is preserved. We
would like to thank Dr. Hadley and Staff, the College Council,
Administrator and Development Officer for their encouragement
and support.
To the 1988 School Leavers we wish you every success and
look forward to welcoming you as the newest members of
our Association.
Mary Telfer, President
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1987 YEAR 12 STUDENTS
Christine Arnold
Anita Baroni
Jacki Barton
Mamie Benda
Ingrid Bemer
Kate Biddles
Peta Blackburn
Katherine Blakeway
Emma Booth
Tanya Bowden
Brooke Bradley
Jenni Bradshaw
Kelly Brandon
Anna Brockway
Sarah Burton
Dione Caudle
Carolyn Cavill
Wai Ling Chan
Wileen Chang
Anna Charleston
Robyn Chew
Weng Yee Chin
Karen Clare
Natalie Clements
Ruth Cleverly
Jenni Cockle
Sarah Collins
Bernadette Cooper
Libby Court
Elizabeth-Ann Craze
Marishka Cross
Chelsea Cruse
Joanne Cussons
Debbie Daniels
Alison Davis
Ainssley Davison
Saurenne Deleuil
Gabrielle Downie
Kristin Durrant
Jodie Ellery
Nicolette Elliott
Samantha Emery
Esther Eu
Liz. Falconer
Rachel Feazy
Pauline Fermanis
Fleur Fewster
Jodie Fiegert
Honor Figgis
Claire Forrest
Ursula Frederick
Kym Gannon
Claire Gardiner
Robyn Gaynor
Candace Gibson
Nicky Gibson
Fiona Girdlestone
Michelle Goodridge
Jodie Gower
Joanna Gregg
Pam Hersey
Caroline Holbrook
Tamara Holmes
Emma Holthouse
Rebecca Hutch
Catherine Iddison
Rachel Inglis
Louise Jackson
Dianna Jones
Kim Kavanagh
Angela Kelsall
Sarah Keogh
Nicole Kirkwood
Pip Lacy
Cynthis Lau

Sok Lee
Sarah Lewis
Sherrin Loh
Petulia Lun
Louise MacFarlan
Katie Macfie
Vanessa MacWilliam
Jane McCall
Holly McGlew
Karlene McIntosh
Paige McIntyre
Joanne Metcalf
Melissa Michael
Cree Monaghan
Cindy Morton
Sally Moylan
Simone Muller
Belinda Ng
Sarah Nicholas
Jenny O’Reilly
Maria Ojeda
Cassie Paterson
Meredith Pedersen
Karen Pennycuick
Francine Penns
Gabrielle Raad
Nicola Rawlins
Lisa Reed
Michelle Rees
Carolyn Richardson
Andrea Rieusset
Louise Ritchie
Julie Robson
Barbara Ross
Donna Ryan
Jenni Ryan
Sarah Ryan
Fran Scotney
Aana Sewell
Prani Shrivastava
Aviva Silbert
Maureen Sinsua
Dimity Slater
Elaine Smith
Helen Smith
Vicki Snow
Cheryl Stannard
Belinda Stewart
Sarah Stringer
Elizabeth Swanson
Lee Syminton
Nat. Taylor
Susan Taylor
Anna Thomas
Emma Thomas
Sarah Thompson
Alison Thomber
Donna Tingley
Katie Tonkin
Megan Toop
Bronwyn Turnbull
Fleur Tysoe
Jenny Verrall
Stephanie Viol
Caris Walker
Karen Watson
Katherine White
Anna-Lisa Whiting
Petrina Wilkins
Emma Will
Kathryn Williams
Sonja Williams
Kylie Wilson
Samantha Wilson
Jodi Wise
Marie Wynter

Rotary to South Africa - 1989 Vet. Science
Business - Joondalup WACAE.
Arts, U.WA
Arts/Media - Mt. Lawley WACAE.
Working for Family Enterprise
Arts, U.WA
Office Clerk
Nursing - Churchlands WACAE.
Ballet - Sydney
Arts, Sydney University
Working
Arts & Psychology Major - U.WA
Arts/Media - Mt. Lawley WACAE.
Business - Churchlands WACAE.
Commerce - Murdoch
Chemistry - Glascow University
Medicine - Sydney University
Economics - U.WA
Jazz Ballet - Mt. Lawley Tech.
Arts - U.WA
Medicine - U.WA
Bus., Computers & Communication TAFE
Business - Curtin
Nursing - Curtin
Nursing - Churchlands
Music - WA Conservatorium of Music
Art
Economics - Murdoch
Science - U.WA
English - Curtin
Arts - U.WA
Dip.Teach.& Early C/hood Stud. Churchlands, WACAE.
Working this year, Muresk, 1989
Arts - U.WA
Commerce - Murdoch
Arts, U.WA
Law - U.C.LA
Speech & Hearing - WACAE.
Business - Curtin
Repeating Year 12
Medicine - U.WA
Working
BApp.Sc. in Biol - Darwin Inst. Tech.
Dipl, in Trav. & Tour. - Aust. Bus. College
Podiatry - Curtin
Occupational Therapy - Curtin
Arts/Law Double Major - Sydney University
Arts - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Primary Teaching, Music Specialization
Physiotherapy - Curtin
English - Curtin
Science - U.WA
Taking a year off.
Early C/hood Ed. - Churchlands WACAE.
Repeating Year l2 - Tuart College
Working in a Tree Nursery, Margaret River
Receptionist - Edward Dunlop & B.J. Ball
Arts - U.WA
English - Curtin
Art, Claremont Art School
Nursing
Arts - U.WA
Primary School Teaching - Churchlands
Nursing - Curtin
Architecture - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Deferred from Science - U.WA - working
Science - U.WA
Veterinary Science - Murdoch
Chef
Medicine - Sydney University
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Business, WACAE.
Nursing - Curtin
Economics - U.WA
Business - Curtin
Enrolled Nursing, N.W School of Nursing
Junior Executive - Barrack Securities Ltd.
Working in the Commonwealth Bank
Proof Operator - Westpac Banking Corp.
Speech & Hearing - Curtin
Achitecture - U.WA
Medicine - U.WA
Rural Journalism, Muresk
Economics - U.WA
Commerce - U.WA
Repeating Year 12
Business - Leederville Tech.
Commerce - Murdoch
Commerce - U.WA
Working
Podiatry - Curtin
Arts - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Teaching, Nedlands WACAE.
Working at R & I and Bach. Bus. P/T
Deferred from Arts - U.WA
Working on Kimberley Explorer, Broome
Radiography - Curtin
Science & Engineering, U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Phys. Ed. - U.WA
Veterinary Studies - Murdoch
Bach. Business - Churchlands WACAE.
Media, Film and Television - Curtin
Science - Majoring in Phys. Ed. - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Business - Curtin
Taking a year off and travelling
Medicine - U.WA
Achitecture - U.WA
Law in London
Child Care
English - Curtin
Deferred from Appl. Sc. - Working R. & I.
Bac. Business - WACAE.
Arts - U.WA
Graphic Design - Perth Tech.
Commerce - U.WA
Achitecture - U.WA
Hotel Mngmnt & Hospitality - Bentley Tech.
Graphic Design - Curtin
Engineering - U.WA
Commerce - U.WA
Speech & Hearing, Curtin
Commerce - U.WA
Arts - U.WA
Commerce - U.WA
Rotary to Japan
Science - U.WA
Junior Clerk/Receptionist
Achitecture - U.WA
Arts/Media - Mt. Lawley WACAE.
Rotary Exchange to New Zealand
Business - Churchlands WACAE.
Music - WA Conservatorium of Music
Commerce - U.WA
Business - Joondalup WACAE.
Arts - U.WA
Rotary Exchange to Brazil
Arts - U.WA
Arts - U.WA

PRIZES 1988
Collegian............................ ....Karina Berzins
English................................ ....Mamie Trinder
Literature............................ ....Mamie Trinder
and Belinda Brown
Senior English
.Anthea Masters
Maths I................................ ....Mamie Trinder
Maths II.............................. ....Ti Wan Ng
Maths III ............................ ....Ti Wan Ng
Applying Maths................. ... Alexandra Jacobs
Computing.......................... ....Yien Kuan Chin
Physics................................ .... Belinda Brown
Chemistry ......................... .... Ti Wan Ng
Biology.............................. __ Amanda Smith
and Elizabeth Vines
Human Biology................. .... Diana Morgan
and Sara Buttsworth
History................................ .... Mamie Trinder
Geography.......................... .... Toni Langmead
and Klyieann Kelers
Economics.......................... .... Gabrielle Bracks
Art Applied ....................... __ Alex Clark
Art...................................... __ Amanda Smith
Word Processing............... .... Kristin Campbell
Applied Business Studies... __ Amanda Smith
Accounting.......................... .....Mi Wei Goh
Typing and Business
Communication................. .... Kristin Campbell

Theatre Arts....................... .... Kylie Bridge
Home Economics............. .... Linda Woodward
Early Childhood Studies ....... Linda Woodward
and Melanie Hart
French................................ .....Yien Kuan Chien
German.............................. .... Ellen Klingler
and Felicity House
Japanese.............................. ....Yu Wei Goh
Media Studies..................... .....Julianne Harvey
Music.................................. .... Kylie Bennett
Debating............................ .... Gabrielle Bracks
Best Allrounder in Sport ... __ Anthea Masters
All-round Achievement.... .... Gabrielle Bracks
Service to the School....... .... Michelle Ash
and Joanne Richardson
Deputy Head Girl..... ...... .... Gabrielle Bracks
Head Girl.......................... .... Linda Woo
Dux of the School............ .....Ti Wan Ne
and Mamie Trinder
SERVICE IN THE BOARDING SCHOOL:
Burnside ...........................
Langsford...........................
Walton...............................
Wesley...............................

.... Stacey Westlake
__ Amanda Joiner
.... Helen Heinrich
.....Jennifer Campbell
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